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Editorial Page

L

et me tell you about the
parking mafia in Indonesia.
Now I’m not just waffling on
with a traveller’s tale as there’s a
geoist moral to this anecdote, but let
me first set it up.
Good old Indo – if it weren’t for the
unbelievable corruption at every
step, it would be a place you really
could settle in happily. Gentle
people, great climate, stunning
cultural diversity, brilliant food, dirt
cheap and more. OK, the economy
is a total mess, with entrenched high
unemployment and the poverty
which results from that, but when
you’re munching on jackfruit and
mangosteens, who cares?
….. Until you try and park your
motorcycle or car, that is. Without
fail, one of the parking mafia (as I
call them), will wander over and put
out his hand for allowing you to
park in his territory. If you think
you can shake your fist at him,
Aussie-style, then forget it. Your
vehicle will be noted and the next
time you park, there’ll be a little
“accident”. Dear, oh, dear – your
rear view mirror has broken off!
You see, the parking mafia are a
loosely-coordinated network that
operate together, so there’s no
escaping them. In some places,
there’s a quasi-official sanction in
that they might give you a ticket
which makes out that proceeds go to
the local district’s coffers, but
everything here gets funnelled into
private pockets anyway.
Locals just accept it as part of
everyday living, and some see this
practice as a type of social welfare
as it props up the otherwiseunemployed. But any geoist will see
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that there’s actually a useful service
performed here.

price for their usage then they’d be
used sparingly and optimally.

I don’t like feeding money into
parking meters, but I agree that if I
want exclusive (albeit temporary)
use of our Common Wealth (the
land) it’s only right that I reimburse
society through parking fees. Now,
you could never have parking
meters operate in Indo – all of them
would be cleaned out every night.

Believe it or not, our present system
of land allocation approaches
something like that parking chaos
we imagined, only you really have
to be a geoist to appreciate the
beauty, the order and the lack of
waste that should apply to our
cityscapes. To the vested interests
who are unsuspectingly hogging the
Global Commons, I think they
should be made an offer they can’t
refuse.

So these parking mafia collect (but
misappropriate) a form of Land
Value Taxation. But, like LVT and
other natural resources charges, it’s
not just the revenue raised that’s
important,
but
the
efficient
allocation of scarce resources that
results.
Put it this way: what would happen
if the parking mafia didn’t operate?
There’d be utter chaos, that’s what!
Vehicles would park in prime
positions as they like and for as
long as they like. Finding a parking
spot would be a nightmare and – I
dare say in a place like Indo – there
would be double-parking, endless
disputes and even more traffic
congestion.
There’s an old not-so-tongue-incheek geoist assertion that, even if
the LVT collected had to be thrown
into the sea, it would still be
considered necessary to collect it
because of how it influences land to
be put to its highest and best use.
The same goes for other eco-taxes –
if users of water, air, soil and other
bioresources had to pay the full
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I suppose I should thank Bryan
Kavanagh for holding the editorial
fort while I’ve been away, but what
is there to thank him for? To get to
my editor’s desk, I had to wade
through ankle-deep biscuit crumbs
and Minties wrappers. And – no
surprise – my new coloured pencils
are missing and my nifty editor’s
cap is smeared with Nutella (at
least, I hope it’s Nutella). And when
I was looking through my research
files, what turned up? – a whole
collection of furtively-stashed stick
mags! You’ve sure got kinky tastes,
Bryan – for your own good, I’m
going to confiscate this sicko filth.
The Big One is almost upon us. In
May 1904, the first edition of
Progress was issued, so we’re
planning a gala centenary edition
next issue. Is there any way you,
dear reader, can attract some media
interest in this occasion so that we
can get the geoist word out? And
don’t forget that we attract most of
our new members through having
offered them complimentary trial
subscriptions to Progress. So put the
word about and contact me or the
office with the names and
postal/email addresses of the
contacts whom you’ve interested in
The Cause.

PUTTING THE BOOT
INTO THE POOR OLD
WIDOW
It is the same kind of doublethink
indulged in by defenders of slavery
who trotted out the poor old widow
who would lose her slaves, as if she
were somehow more important than
the slaves themselves. It is the kind
of doublethink that prompted
Winston Churchill to remark wryly:
Ed: The poor old widow reared her
mournful head recently on the
LandTheory discussion list (to join
this group, send a request to
landtheory-owner@yahoogroups.com )
Dan Sullivan geoistically sunk the
slipper into her – or, in this case,
her defender in the form of a guy
who’ll here just be referred to as
M.F.
M.F. suffers from typical libertarian
doublethink. The thousands of
people who are thrown out of their
homes by private landlords, often
for being only a few months late
with their rent, do not trouble him
nearly as much as one poor old
widow who failed to pay taxes that
were two years delinquent, and
whose case was so exceptional as to
make the news, and who was
provided with considerations that
vastly exceed the considerations
landlords are required to extend to
tenants.
Rapaciousness
of
government indeed.
What underlies this doublethink?
Clearly, from M.F.'s statements, it is
his notion that he is the absolute
owner of the land he holds, because
he has a piece of paper from the
very state whom he holds in
contempt. Never mind that the his
land title is every bit as contingent
on his paying property taxes as a
tenant's lease is contingent upon
paying rent. Never mind that
absolute property in land is
recognized by almost all libertarians
(prior to Rothbard, Rand and von
Mises) as an extension of the state
and a violation of liberty.

“But when we seek to rectify this
system, to break down
this
unnatural and vicious circle, to
interrupt this
sequence of
unsatisfactory reactions, what
happens? We
are not
confronted with any great
argument on behalf
of the
owner. Something else is put
forward, and it is always put
forward in these cases to shield
the actual landowner or the
actual capitalist from the logic of
the argument or from the force
of a Parliamentary movement.
Sometimes it is the widow. But
that personality has been used
to exhaustion. It would be
sweating in the cruellest sense
of the word, overtime of the
grossest description, to bring the
widow out again so soon. She
must have a rest for a bit; so
instead of the widow we have
the market-gardener - the
market-gardener liable to be
disturbed on the outskirts of
great cities, if the population of
those cities expands, if the area
which they require for their
health and daily life should
become larger than it is at
present.
What is the position disclosed by
the argument? On the one hand,
we have one hundred and
twenty thousand persons in
Glasgow occupying one-room
tenements; on the other, the
land of Scotland. Between the
two stands the market-gardener,
and we are solemnly invited, for
the sake of the market-gardener,
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to keep that great population
congested within limits that are
unnatural and restricted to an
annual supply of land which can
bear no relation whatever to
their physical, social, and
economic needs - and all for the
sake of the market-gardener,
who can perfectly well move
farther out as the city spreads
and who would not really be in
the least injured.”█

The sting is repeated every
dozen years or so, the last big
one was back in 1988-89 when a
lot of ordinary people lost a lot
of their hard-earned money and
even their homes.
It works like this. When the
share market is depressed (a
bear market) and returns are
low, the property market seems
very attractive. So, investment
goes into property, fuelling a
speculative boom which may last
for a few years.
As the boom is based purely on
speculative rise in prices and not
on rent returns, it is merely a
matter of time until the bubble
bursts.
This
is usually
precipitated by a rise in interest
rates which slams both the overcommitted speculative investor
and the battling home-buyer. As
servicing overpriced mortgages
for
overpriced
properties
becomes untenable for more
people, demand falls and supply
rises. It looks like the property
cycle has reached its peak and is
heading for the bust.
Mark Pavic
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HENRY GEORGE 100 YEARS LATER
THE GREAT RECONCILER
By M. Mason Gaffney, Ph.D.

Ed: Why do so many Geoists
look back over 100 years to
Henry George for much of their
economic theory (not to mention
rousing inspiration)? Putting
our movement in perspective,
Prof. Mason Gaffney will tell
you why. This also serves as an
excellent overview of the history
of the noble Geoist cause..

H

enry George (1839-1897) is
best known today for
Progress
and
Poverty
(1879). Eloquent, timely and
challenging, this book soon became
and remains the all-time best-seller
on economic theory and policy.
In 1879, George electrified the
world by identifying one underlying
cause for two great economic
plagues: chronic poverty arising
from insufficient demand for labor,
and cycles of boom and bust. These
twin
plagues
arose
from
concentrated ownership of land,
compounded by land speculation.
Large landowners and speculators
(often one and the same) held the
best land idle or underused, forcing
labor onto marginal land and
driving down wages. Collapse of
speculative land price bubbles
caused periodic slumps.

Eloquent, timely and
challenging, this book soon
became and remains the alltime best-seller on economic
theory and policy

emphasized the high value and
productivity of urban land, which
facilitated communication and
trade. Today, we would add to
"land" such items as taxi licenses,
telecommunications licenses and
pollution "rights".)
George followed his analysis with a
plausible,
practicable
remedy:
eliminate all taxes except for a tax
on land values. The "single tax," as
it later became known, would
invigorate the economy by breaking
up large idle holdings, making land
available to those who would use it.
And it would suck the air out of
speculative bubbles, damping the
boom and bust cycle. Taxing land is
very progressive because land
ownership is highly concentrated
among the most wealthy, far more

George emerged from a raw new
colony, California, as a scrappy
marginal journalist. Yet his ideas
exploded through the sophisticated
metropolitan world as into a
vacuum. Progress and Poverty sold
millions of copies worldwide, in
dozens of translations, second only
to the Bible. Returning from Ireland
as reporter for The Irish World of
New York, George was lionized by
Irish-New Yorkers for his stand on
the Irish land question. With ethnic,
union and socialist backing, he
formed the United Labour Party in
New York, and ran for mayor in
1886. Seven short years after
leaving California, George nearly
took over as Mayor of New York
City, the financial and intellectual
capital of the nation. He beat
Theodore Roosevelt, but lost to the
Tammany candidate, Abram S.

California generated farm jobs
and homes, while other states
destroyed them by allowing
well-connected speculators
and "robber barons" to grab
large tracts of land
concentrated than income. Taxing
land is fair, because the community
rather than the individual landowner
creates land values. Taxing land is
economically efficient, because the
owner cannot avoid a land tax
("shift" it) by choosing less-taxed
options.

(By "land" George meant exclusive
rights to use natural resources in a
specified territory. It included
mining, water, fishing, and timber
rights, road and rail rights-of way,
and
some
patents.
George

Both George's analysis and his
remedy sprang directly from
classical economic theory. Such
giants as Adam Smith, David
Ricardo, and John Stuart Mill, had
already decried the evils of
concentrated land ownership, which
they called "land monopoly."
George carried classical economics
to its logical conclusion-and
popularised that conclusion with
stunning effect.
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Hewitt-by electoral fraud.
In three more years, George had
become a major influence in
sophisticated Britain, as "adviser
and field-general in land reform
strategy" to the Radical wing of the
Liberal Party. He was not even a
British subject. In 1891, the Party
adopted a land-tax plank, the
"Newcastle
Programme."
Successive Liberal Governments of
Campbell-Bannerman, Asquith, and
Lloyd George carried forward
modified "Georgist" policies.
George toured the world as an
immensely popular political activist,
orator and folk hero. He died
suddenly in 1897, while running a
second time for Mayor of New

York City. A hundred thousand
mourners marched at his funeral.
In the US, "Georgism" melded into
the populist movement, and later
into the Progressive Movement. At
the national level, the Progressive
Movement dominated both major
political parties for 17 years, 190219. At the local level, its influence

George's ideas were
carried worldwide by ….
towering figures
continued through the early 1920s.
Local property taxation was
modified along Georgist lines: land
assessments were raised relative to
improvements and rates were
increased substantially. California
water districts financed by land
taxes catapulted California to the
top-producing farm state in the
Union, using land that had been
desert
or
range.
California
generated farm jobs and homes,
while other states destroyed them
by
allowing
well-connected
speculators and "robber barons" to
grab large tracts of land. A
Georgist, Congressman Warren
Worth Bailey of Pennsylvania,
drafted the first Federal personal
income tax law on Georgist lines:
falling mainly on very high incomes
from property.
In 1913 William S. U'Ren, "Father
of the Initiative and Referendum,"
created this system of direct
democracy expressly to push singletax initiatives in Oregon. In 1910, as
a by-product of U'Ren's single-tax
campaigns, Oregon had adopted the
first presidential primary law. This
law was quickly imitated by many
other states. The passage of these
major electoral reforms during
Woodrow Wilson's Governorship of
New Jersey allowed him to win
populist support and the Democratic
nomination for President in 1912,
and then defeat Taft. Wilson's
mentor in New Jersey was an
earnest Georgist, George L. Record.
Record had gotten railroad lands
up-taxed to the great benefit of
public schools in New Jersey, and
to the impoverishment of specialinterest election funds. President
Wilson included Georgists in his
Cabinet (Newton D. Baker, Louis F.

Post, Franklin K. Lane, and William
B. Wilson), and collaborated with
single-tax Congressmen like Henry
George, Jr., and Warren Worth
Bailey.
Joseph Fels, an idealistic American
manufacturer, threw himself and his
fortune into the English land tax
campaign, culminating in the
Parliamentary revolution of 1909,
which stripped the House of Lords
of its power to veto tax bills.
Subsequently, he threw millions
into single-tax campaigns in the US.
In 1916, a "pure single-tax"
initiative, led by Luke North, won
31% of the votes in California.
Even while "losing," campaigns like
these kept the issue highly visible.
Assessors consequently focused
more attention on land. By 1917 in
California, land value constituted
72% of the assessment roll for
property taxation-a much higher
fraction than today.

accelerated by George." According
to Goldman, George inspired most
of the major reformers of the early
20th Century: "... no other book
came anywhere near comparable
influence, …[it was] a volume
which magically catalysed the best
yearnings of our grandfathers and
fathers."
Where is the Georgist movement
today?
World War I broke the momentum
of the Progressive movement in the
U.S. and the Liberal movement in
England, allowing Georgist enemies
to regroup. And enemies of course
there were, because Georgism aims
a dagger at the heart of unearned
wealth and privilege. Enemies
ultimately succeeded by a dual
strategy. They tarred Georgism with
the brush of Socialism or
Communism, evoking images of the
terrifying new regime in Russia.
And they redefined economic
theory, eliminating land as a
significant category. In the US, the
robber barons even financed the
establishment of anti-Georgist
economics departments at several
major
universities,
including
Columbia and Chicago, a story
detailed by Mason Gaffney in The
Corruption of Economics. Today an
army of neo-classicists preach
dourly that we must sacrifice equity
on the altar of "efficiency." Thus

George's ideas were carried
worldwide by such towering figures
as David Lloyd George and George
Bernard Shaw in England, Leo
Tolstoy and Alexander Kerensky in
Russia, Sun Yat-sen in China, Billy
Hughes in Australia, Rolland
O'Regan in New Zealand, Chaim
Weizmann in Palestine, Francisco
Madero in Mexico, and other
leaders in Denmark, South Africa,
and around the world. In England,
parts of Lloyd George's
Neo-classical economists,
budget speech of 1909
trundling through a Marscould have been written by
Henry George himself.
scape of dusty statistics and
Some
of
Winston
forbidding formulas, can
Churchill's speeches were
proffer only unpleasant
written by Georgist ghosts.

tradeoffs

Twentieth
century
historians Raymond Moley
and
Eric
Goldman
emphasize George's impact.
According
to
Moley,
George "touched almost all
of the corrective influences
which were the result of the
Progressive
movement.
The
restriction of monopoly, more
democratic political machinery,
municipal reform, the elimination of
privilege in railroads, the regulation
of public utilities, and the
improvement of labor laws and
working conditions-all were ...
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they would stifle the demand for
social justice that runs like a thread
through the Bible, the Koran, and
other great religious works.
Yet George's ideas are with us still.
As historians often note, the
Populist
and
Progressive
movements faded out partly because
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they were co-opted by the leading
parties. Ideas that we associate
today with "liberal" Democrats-

George takes two polar
philosophies, collectivism
and individualism, and
composes them into one
solution

that property taxes fall squarely on
the poor-to the mega-million dollar
benefit of corporations like
Standard Oil of California, the
largest beneficiary of Proposition
13's 1979 property tax rollback and
freeze. The federal income tax,
which once targeted unearned
income from land, now devolves
steadily into a payroll tax.

Opportunity. Over the last twenty
belief in the fairness of taxing
years, wealth and wages have
"unearned" income, concern for
grown ever more unequal, while the
"root causes" of poverty and
death of the Communist bogeyman
unemployment, concern for social
reveals the ugliness of capitalism
and racial justice-these ideas have
strong
Georgist
roots.
Likewise,
ideas we associate
today with freemarket Republicans
and Libertarians the
productive
power
of
capitalism, the need
for free trade, the
need to liberate
labor and capital
from burdensome
taxation
and
George inspires us by
regulation-these ideas have
saying, "Forget the
equally strong Georgist roots.

bitter tradeoffs; we
have it all!"

There are also today's Georgist
can
success
stories,
rarely
recognized as such: the Asian
"tigers": Taiwan, South Korea,
Hong Kong and Singapore.
Founded on the twin principles of
access to land-implemented by land
reform, land taxes and land leasingand universal education and health
care, the tigers' booming economies
make them models for developing
countries. Mainstream economists
may have forgotten land taxes, but
development
economists
still
advocate them-circumspectly of
course, lest they offend the third
world rulers they hope to influence.

without fair laws or equal
opportunity.
Neo-classical
economists, trundling through a
Mars-scape of dusty statistics and
forbidding formulas, can proffer
only unpleasant tradeoffs. In the
debate over the newly-passed 1997
income tax "reforms," Democrats
complained that cuts in estate taxes
and capital gains taxes for the rich
were "unfair." Republicans arguedsuccessfully-that such tax favours
are essential to investment and
growth.

Danger. The great Georgist reforms
steadily erode, undefended by those
who do not understand their
significance. Property taxes, once
the mainstay of local and state
governments, increasingly give way
to local and state sales and income
taxes. Generations of propaganda
have convinced even good liberals

Neo-classical economists give us
only a hard choice: we may have
equity, or efficiency, but not both.
By contrast, George's program
reconciles equity and efficiency.
Think of it! George takes two polar
philosophies, collectivism and
individualism, and composes them
into one solution. He cuts the
Gordian knot. Like Keynes after
him, George inspires us by saying,
"Forget the bitter tradeoffs; we can
have it all!" █
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Today, Georgists face both danger
and opportunity:

Quotes of note
“No nation can avoid land
reform. All it can do is to
determine the course it will
take: bloody revolution or
taxation”
- James Michener
“Monopoly of land is the basis
of monopoly in capital. Henry
George is the capitalist's last
ditch. ”
- Karl Marx
“Land is the only thing in the
world
that
amounts
to
anything, for 'Tis the only
thing in this world that lasts,
'Tis the only thing worth
working for, worth fighting for
-- worth dying for.”
- Margaret Mitchell (American
novelist 1900-48)
“It is important that rent of
land be retained as a source of
government revenue. Some
persons who could make
excellent use of land would be
unable to raise money for the
purchase price. Collecting rent
annually provides access to
land for persons with limited
access to credit.”
- Franco Modigliani (winner of
1985 Nobel Prize for economics,
1912 - )
“The essential principle of
property being to assure
persons what they have
produced by their labour and
accumulated
by
their
abstinence,
this principle
cannot apply to what is not the
product of labour – the raw
material of the earth.”
- John Stuart Mill

PROZ OZ’S COMMUNICATION OFFICER, GAVIN PUTLAND,
REPORTS ON THE BRISBANE PROPERTY MARKET
PCA vs. REIQ
On 31 December 2003, on p.8 of the Brisbane COURIER-MAIL,
there appeared a story by City Hall reporter Lachlan Heywood
under the headline ``Libs rile property industry''.
The Liberal Party's planning policy for the 2004 Brisbane City
Council election involves ``neighbourhood plans'', which would
receive input from residents at public meetings and workshops
facilitated by Council officers, and which, according to Liberal
Mayoral candidate Campbell Newman, would allow residents to
determine minimum lot sizes. This of course would limit the
values of large tracts of land slated for subdivision.
In a letter sent to Mr. Newman, but also leaked to the COURIERMAIL, the Property Council of Australia (PCA) says this policy
could lead to huge compensation payments because ``Allowing
individual neighbourhoods to determine minimum lot sizes
ignores the existing rights of owners.'' Communities could have
too much power, says the PCA, because residents could
effectively veto ``everything they do not want in their area''.
These ``owners'' whose ``existing rights'' are under threat are
clearly not ordinary owner-occupiers, who lose if new
developments reduce the values of their present homes relative to
prospective future homes in other areas. Neither are they smalltime property investors, unless these investors own lots big
enough to be split in two. But the said ``owners'' clearly include
owners of large tracts, who want to divide their holdings into as
many lots as possible. Thus the PCA is clearly taking the side of
big investors against the little people, including owner-occupiers.
But the PCA still conveniently warns that neighbourhood plans
might delay development (translation: they might push up land
prices for home buyers). Lord Mayor Tim Quinn (Labor)
agrees. But Mr. Newman is adamant that the plans will
ACCELERATE development -- which is possible if they reduce
the number of appeals. Newman unashamedly styles himself as
standing for the residents against big business. And remember:
he's the Liberal candidate!
Meanwhile, the Real Estate Institute of Queensland (REIQ)
welcomes any moves to give residents more say over
developments. The REIQ primarily represents the interests of
real estate agents. Are the realtors betting that the Liberal policy
will indeed accelerate development, leading to more
commissions? Or do they reason that the neighbourhood plans,
by ostensibly giving more say to residents, would make buyers
feel more secure about the future values of their investments, so
that realtors could more easily sell property and get commissions?
In any case, the bottom line is that the REIQ is at odds with the
PCA. (The enemy of your enemy is your friend?) Of course,
disputes of this sort would not arise if everyone accepted the
principle that property owners who gain from planning decisions
should compensate those who lose. Under a full site-rent regime
or a Mill tax regime, full compensation is automatic. Under any
other system of land value taxation, at least partial compensation
is automatic.█

PUBLIC ACCESS TO
VALUATION DATABASE
On January 11, on p.22, the Brisbane SUNDAY MAIL
carried a story by Mark Alexander headed
``NEIGHBOURHOOD WATCH: Photo maps capture
building boom''. At first sight, it's a gee-whiz story
about spectacular aerial photos of suburbs, with street
labels, available on CD-ROM from the Qld Dept of
Natural Resources & Mines (i.e. the ``Lands Dept'').
But the real news is in the second half of the text,
which reports that members of the public can now
purchase maps showing data on property values in a
neighbourhood;
see
http://www.nrm.qld.gov.au/property/mapping/index.html .
For about $15, you can get an A4-sized ``valuation''
map showing land areas, unimproved land values, last
sale prices and last sale dates for all properties on the
map. Larger paper sizes (apparently corresponding to
larger areas) cost more.
The SUNDAY MAIL obtained a comment from Don
McKenzie, Managing Director of the Real Estate
Institute of Qld. He warned that the maps did not
describe the type of property and that buyers should
fully research their purchases. ``Talking to real estate
agents and valuers is an efficient way of getting the
complete picture,'' he said.
Was McKenzie trying to leave the door open for
agents to talk up prices (hence commissions) above
what is justified by current valuations and past sales?
Presumably. But he didn't do our cause any harm by
implying that the publicly available data on property
values, which now goes further than many of us would
have thought possible, still doesn't go far enough!
What has caused this outbreak of glasnost? One
factor is undoubtedly the wave of publicity (including
coverage by the Nine Network's omnipotent current
affairs programs) about two-tier property scams.
Australia's 1.3 million property investors include many
victims of such scams. And don't forget the more
numerous ``aspirational'' voters -- in this case the
wannabe property investors who don't wannabe future
victims. Another factor could be concern about
housing affordability. Both issues make it politically
expedient for governments to provide a simple method
by which ordinary property buyers can judge whether
the vendor or agent is asking too much.
Whatever the explanation may be, the Qld government
has granted some public access to its valuation
database. And while we geoists might prefer that the
entire database be made available online at no cost, the
present access is a step in the right direction.█

regulated street vendors, so you’re
constantly hopping from footpath to
roadway.

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT
IN INDONESIA

Your Mr. Ed has just spent 2 months
in Indo.

B

efore I ever knew anything
about Indonesia’s economic
system, I could have told you
there’d be a miniscule – if any degree of land value taxation (LVT)
in place there. Why? Because Indo
officially ranks as one of the world’s
most corrupt nations. And any
kleptocrat worth his salt would
ensure that there would NEVER be
any LVT, because it’s practically an
incorruptible and unevadable tax.
You can hide assets, funds, identities
and transactions, but the one thing
that you can’t hide is land. And the
simple measure of making LVT
assessments open for public
inspection means assessors can’t be
“persuaded” to make favourable
appraisals.
But, even if I hadn’t known of the
extent of corruption in Indo, I would
have deduced that there was next to
no LVT as soon as I lobbed there. I
first landed in Kupang, the city of
200,000 in West Timor, and all it
required was to merely glance at the
streets and see how haphazardly,
unattractively and inefficiently the
place is laid out. The city sprawls

There are friggin’ paddy
fields only a few hundred
metres from the central
business district!
almost 20 km. from east to west,
with huge tracts of unused or
underused land littered all over the
city. There are friggin’ paddy fields
only a few hundred metres from the
central business district! It was the
same throughout the eight islands

over which I hopped – in one major
city, right next to its biggest
multistorey shopping mall, was
about 5 hectares of long-abandoned
sugar-cane fields.
LVT forces land to be put to its
highest and best use – you can’t
afford to keep land idle (for
speculative or other purposes),
as you are induced to put the
land to use (and put people to
work) in order to pay the LVT.
How complicated is this to
understand? Yet neoclassical
economists will draw up
bewildering,
convoluted,
mathematical equations that
explain
exactly
nothing,
basically because they equate
land (with its many distinct
One
qualities) with capital.

Why so? It all gets back to the
absence of LVT. For instance, there
was a 2 kilometre-long main road
that connected the two main
commercial centres. It was a grand,
wide road with at least 40 metres
separating the northbound and
southbound sections. There was just
one problem – every square metre of
ground separating these two sections
was built on. You couldn’t even see
the other section, except when you
came to crossroads. Too bad if
you’re claustrophobic.
Geoists can gather pretty easily what
has happened, and this was
confirmed by my inquiries. The

thing you’ll soon notice
in Indo is that there are
very few parks or public
spaces

So, all over Indo, infrastructure
has to leapfrog over unused or
underused land, and people have
to
travel
inordinately-long
distances in order to work, shop and
communicate. But this overstretched
infrastructure is frequently shoddy
and broken-down – and you know
why, don’t you? Yep – because
unevadable LVT is not being
collected, the state has to resort to
(punitive) taxes which can be
avoided in all sorts of ways.

One thing you’ll soon notice in Indo
is that there are very few parks or
public spaces, which are desperately
needed in overcrowded islands like
Java (that little sliver of an island has
a population of 127 million). I
tramped all over the Javan city of
Kudus and found hardly any respite
from the street swarms. To make
matters worse, on what passes for
footpaths are countless barely-

combination of corruption and no
LVT led to all this. City officials had
sold off all the public land to feather
their own nests, but if LVT had been
in place there would have been no
inducement to sell off because with
LVT land would have no market
price.
There’s a curious interplay between
these two great curses, corruption
and outright (i.e. untaxed) land
ownership. If you clean up
corruption without introducing LVT,
the unique monopolist qualities of
land kick in. That is, any gains to
society from cleaning up corruption
(or making a city more attractive in
any way, actually) accrue to the
landowners. If you’re a renter your
rent goes up at the earliest possible

opportunity. Financially speaking,
there’s very little incentive to
eliminate corruption until LVT is in
place.

these beneficiaries of land deals are
to be congratulated, envied and
admired for having made quick
bucks so effortlessly.
It’s the same in Oz, too – how
many people here distinguish
between hard-earned income
and speculative income? Nope –
it’s all the same in the eyes of
nearly everyone, even though
the vast wealth misappropriated
through our system of land
tenure is gained by virtually not
having to lift a finger.

does it tough. His main landholding
of 9 hectares cost him 9 cows, and
now it’s worth about 1800 cows. But
he’ll never sell it, for the land will
keep appreciating and – in the
meantime – he’ll live off the land
pretty comfortably. Rather, he’ll live
off the landless who have to toil for
him on his land. You see, he doesn’t
work his land, but instead employs
some of the many landless,
unemployed villagers clamouring to
work as sharecroppers. The deal is
that the sharecroppers do all the
work, pay for all the fertilisers and
sprays, and my mate pockets half of
the selling price of the crop. And, by
comparison
to
others,
he’s
considered quite a generous
landlord!

Nominally, there is a form of
land tax in Indo and there has
a degree of so-called land
on what passes for footpaths been
reform. It’s the same old story,
are
countless
barely- though – the land tax is
There are many other cultural,
miniscule
and
misapplied.
regulated street vendors
historical, environmental and social
There’s an amazing shaman
factors I could have outlined in this
with whom I’d stayed for 3 or 4
But what if you introduce LVT
brief overview of Indo, but if there’s
months on previous visits, so I went
while corruption is still rife? It’s a
back and was again welcomed
similar story in that the benefits
to his home in his village in
which should thereby accrue to
City officials had sold off
north-central Java where I
society are mostly siphoned off by
all the public land to
gathered some interesting
those with power and position.
feather their own nests
figures.
But I reckon that a lack of LVT is
no LVT it makes little difference.
He has 9 hectares of fertile land used
worse than corruption. Especially in
The cast-iron Law of the Land
mainly for growing sugar cane.
places like Indonesia, corruption is
overrides all else: treat our finite and
When he bought this land almost 40
pretty hard to hide. Everyone pretty
indispensable Common Wealth as
years ago, the price of a hectare was
much knows what is going on. For
just another commodity and – no
the same as that of a cow. Nowadays
instance, in this unemploymentmatter where – you’ve got a recipe
a hectare is worth 200 cows. The
ridden country, practically every
for destitution. Later this year I’ll
land tax, with crude and clunky
government job has to be “bought”,
bring you a report from a couple of
valuation assessments, is so small
with the up-front price usually being
very different places I’ll be visiting
that it’s no consideration in any of
in the order of 2 to 3 years salary.
– Algeria and Morocco – but I can
my friend’s decisions about how to
Just about everyone to whom I spoke
bet you that I’ll be concluding with
use his land.
could rattle off the going rates to
these same remarks. █
obtain a job as a policeman or
The post-independence land reform
government clerk or whatever. And
had good intentions but, not being
the lack of LVT encourages
The free lunches enjoyed by
based
on
inescapable
and
corruption by dangling in front of
natural and artificial
incorruptible LVT, has loopholes
bureaucrats the possibility of
monopolies, and today by
through which you could ride a
massive kickbacks by rezoning land
Sumatran elephant. For instance,
and making for the landowner a
privatised or public utilities,
from province to province there are
small fortune. Anyway, the point I’m
got all but lost from the
maximum land holdings in order to
making is that corruption is, by and
textbook pictures being drawn
prevent concentration of land
large, quite visible.
of how economies ideally
ownership. In the case of my shaman
should work. The maps drawn
mate’s district, no-one is allowed to
Not so with the lack of LVT – we’re
by economic theory diverged
own more than 7 hectares. So all he
screwed
quietly
and
gently.
did was to split up his land among
Neoclassical economics has done a
increasingly from reality,
various family members as well as
snow job on us, and the massive
becoming a politically inspired
setting up a company in whose name
amounts of economic rent which fall
caricature of the territory
a further 55 hectares was held
into the idle hands of landowners
ostensibly being described.
(paying slightly higher taxes).
and speculators are therefore
accepted without question. In fact,
So my mate has a pretty easy life in
conventional wisdom (now there’s
Michael Hudson
a country where almost everyone
an oxymoron for you) has it that
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G E O IST W O R L D N E W S
SCOTLAND

HENRY IS WELCOMED TO
EDINBURGH
Lars Rindsig, the Executive Officer of
the UK’s Henry George Foundation is
proud to report that:
September the 5th saw the official
opening of the Foundation’s new
bookshop in central Edinburgh. The
event was celebrated with an informal
reception. Welcoming the Foundation
to the city were the members of the
Scottish Parliament Mark Ballard and
Robin Harper [Ed: he’s the Green
who’s been madly waving our flag],
Donald Reid the director of the
Scottish Civic Forum, and the Rev
Graham Blount parliamentary officer
of Action of Churches Together in
Scotland. They were heard by
representatives of several other
organisations present. Both HGF
Chairman John Bathe and Council
member Albert Catterall also spoke.
Catterall, Head of Economics of the
British Retail Consortium gave the
business case for reform. The event
was attended by several other HGF and
Council members.
The shop is currently expanding its
stock and is positioning itself as
Scotland’s bookshop for reform - of
course with rent-for-revenue at the
heart. The shop is a window for the
public to the idea of land value
taxation. The shop serves customers on
a frequent basis. The premises are also
the base for the four HGF officers
working full time in Edinburgh.

USA

POLITICAL
POST-MORTEM FROM SAN
FRAN
Ed: Remember our Sep-Oct 2003 issue
which featured the geoist David Giesen
who was making a bold attempt to
become San Francisco’s mayor and
educating many Greens en route?
Here’s his follow-up report:
For the past year I have been
campaigning as a candidate for Mayor
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of San Francisco. The election is now
over, at the polls I came nowhere near
victory, but much was achieved. On
numerous occasions I engaged
academics in discussions of public
policy. "Oh that's that Henry George
thing, isn't it?" they would throw out
before moving on to another
conversation. But I wouldn't let them
go without reminding them that they
now had a choice – to affirm or to deny
principles. That they then beat a
retreat was evidence of their dislodged
thinking.
It was the same with the Green Party,
my default party of electoral
registration (default because certainly
neither the Republicans nor the
Democrats engage in the kind of
rhetorical posturing about the earth that
the Greens do). After four years of
electioneering on behalf of local Green
Party issues I am recognized by the
Green constituency as an activist. But
my unflagging advocacy of LVT has
astonished more than two or three
prominent Greens, who have been
obliged by my candidacy to abandon
rhetoric and engage in intellectual
deliberation.
Earnest deliberation is not a place
many people really want to visit. Their
intellectual discomfort on such
occasions
demonstrates
the
complacency of their thinking. Most
Greens I meet are unthinking in terms
of generating policy that squares with
rhetoric, but that is neither surprising
nor especially disappointing, for it is
the leadership that we must affect.
One or two acclaimed Green
spokespersons advocating serious
political economic reflection can
translate into five hundred occasional
Greenies actually reflecting.

SENEGAL

NIGER DELTA FUND
INITIATIVE
Globe-trotting
crusader
Alanna
Hartzok sends us this photo of her
Nigerian geoist colleague Gordon
Abiama, Director of the Center for
Geoclassical Economics, giving a
lecture about land rights and land value
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taxation
during a recent ecovillage tour and
seminar in Dakar, Senegal.
Alanna adds: “Wish us luck, because
Gordon may be getting funding to have
the international conference on the
Niger Delta Fund Initiative in June in
Yenegoa, Bayelsa State, Nigeria. Some
of you have contributed financially to
the NDFI previously. The project is
moving along!”

THE UK AND BEYOND

CALLING ALL MAPPERS
Does anyone have contacts with
jurisdictions (especially in USA,
Australia, Denmark and Lithuania)
where Value Maps are used or are
being introduced? If so please go to my
web-site
www.landvaluescape.org/delphi/off
ercontact.php
If you want to first see what my
research is all about, visit my home
page.
Although
the
project
"Visualising Landvaluescape: The
Concept in a British Context" is UKspecific and *not* land-tax-specific,
the not-very-subtle hidden agenda is
very much about LVT!
All comments on the site welcome.
Tony Vickers
tonyvickers@cix.co.uk
Modern
Maps
revealing
landvaluescape
www.landvaluescape.org

the

G E O IST W O R L D N E W S
USA AND BEYOND
A BEAUTIFULLY WOVEN
WEB
(site, that is)
Ed: If you’ve not checked out the
excellent website of the School for
Cooperative Individualism, then take
my advice:
www.cooperativeindividualism.org
The school director, Ed Dodson,
here gives us an update:
It has been several months (three or
four, I think) since I have sent out a
note describing some of the new
material added to the SCI website.
Page "hits" have been reached and
surpassed the 30,000 figure each
month, with a wide variety of
material viewed.
Just today I completed formatting a
rare piece of writing sent to me more
than a year ago by Richard Biddle.
This is a booklet written in 1908 by
G. W. Bengough titled "The WholeHog Book" and published by the
American Free Trade League in
Boston, Ma. To view and/or
download this document (in 4 parts)
visit the SCI library and scroll down
to the author's listing.
Another project recently completed
is making available a compilation of
excerpts from Tolstoy's works on the
land question. You might also find
interesting a booklet the American
Institute for Economic Research
granted me permission to make
available on Conspiracy Theory.
This material is available thru the
SCI home page.
Finally, I have added many new
listings in the Biographical History
of the Georgist Movement -- in the
U.S. and numerous other countries. I
thank those of you who have sent me
information and corrections to this
expanding work in progress.

IRELAND

HIGH HOPES
FOLLOWING BIG
CONFERENCE

Ed: Here’s a view from the floor by
Leonie Humphries of the two-day
conference in Dublin organized last
October by Feasta - the Foundation
for the Economics of Sustainability and the Henry George Foundation of
UK entitled Land: The Claim of the
Community. This event brought
together 22 speakers from Ireland,
England, Scotland and the US for
the purpose of addressing the core
issues of land ownership, to review
initiatives abroad and to suggest
workable mechanisms for delivering
social cohesion and sustainable
development in Ireland.
A vision of a ‘multicultural, shared
social space’ was conveyed at this
two day event - achieved through
an understanding of sharing in the
‘surplus’ of humanity’s combined
endeavours. This would provide a
balance between individual claims
(promoted through the economics of
the market) and the claim of the
whole community, from which all
individuals also benefit.
A wide range of issues were covered
at the conference. The event focused
on Ireland, yet also studied many
other cases, as well as the broader
issues of land reform and alternative
systems of ownership and taxation.
It was argued that these alternative
systems could enable a shift away
from the pressures on productive
enterprises, and towards the
provision of public revenue from
unearned windfall gains derived
from ownership of land and natural
resources.
Speakers from around the world
provided the floor with experience
and intelligent analysis on a variety
of issues, including historical
perspectives and solutions to the
current problems in housing,
transport infrastructure and the
environment.
Working examples of land value
taxation in America, community
land trusts in America and the UK as
well as schemes to collect resource
taxes in the US and Africa were
outlined.

The inevitable road to ruin on the
boom/bust cycle was graphically
described: the cycle will hit rock
bottom in Ireland between around
2007 and 2010 if the country fails to
rise to the challenge of collecting the
‘community’s claim’ - i.e. the ‘rent’
of land and natural resources. The
inevitable result, it was argued, is
that
Ireland
will
become
marginalized, and experience all the
associated problems, whilst EU
subsidies go east to new members.
Worse than this, the UN predicts that
in 30 years one third of the global
population will be living in slums, if
current policies are left to run their
course.
The underlying message that came
across during these two days was
that the rules of the game need to be
changed. Governments must take
responsibility, and use their power to
change the laws to both stabilise the
current situation and work towards a
fair and sustainable future.
Solutions are available, but a new
language will be required to connect
with the business community and
with politicians. The need is for
simplicity, neutrality and fairness.
The last word, and my favourite pun
of this conference, must go to Dr
William McCluskey, who began his
talk saying that ‘property tax reform
is a growth area’. But even as house
prices rocket, neither he nor the
audience seemed to appreciate the
irony of this statement.

**ooOOoo**
Public property is not to be
privatised and traded as are
chattels and services. Private
enterprise does not include
private ownership of the
earth and the elements of
life. “Tradeable Ownership
Rights to Natural Resources”
not only cause an unjust
wealth disparity but also
debauch the currency.
- Bob Keall

BO O K REVIEW
By G e o ff Fo r ste r
Ed: Here Geoff begins a series of extracts from books (all
available in our bookshop) expounding Georgist ideas which
have been written by various Australian authors.

From “The Prosperity Paradox”, by Mark Hassed,
pp. viii and ix. $18
The first and greatest problem is what I call the ‘prosperity
paradox’. Simply stated it is: Why have improvement in
technology and productivity failed to translate into a life of
comfort and plenty for the majority of people?
It is now more than 100 years since the day comprising 8
hours work, 8 hours play and 8 hours rest was officially
introduced. At that time, because many women seldom
worked outside the home, one wage was sufficient to support
a family.
During the past century we have seen the introduction of
international air travel, the internal combustion engine,
telephones, faxes, automation, computers, and many other
aids to the production of wealth. In spite of these advances in
technology, the average working week has not shortened at
all and a person on a basic wage struggles to survive. In
some ways people are worse off, because frequently two
wages are needed to support a family now.
This situation demands the question: Where has the
additional productive capacity gone?
The second problem is that unemployment is an inevitable
by-product of the free market system. For more than a
century no free market economy has achieved full
employment. This situation has become accepted by
economists to the extent that unemployment is now treated as
a statistical phenomenon, to be manage rather than fixed. In a
good year unemployment is around 6%, in a bad year around
12%.
Governments crow when they ‘create’ jobs and allocate
blame elsewhere when unemployment rises. For all this, it is
easy to observe that unemployment does not vary as much
with the policies of a government as it does with the
economic cycle.
Also, obviously, unemployment is not just a statistical
problem. Tens of millions of unemployed people worldwide
are subject to the despair and aimlessness that leads to such
problems as crime, drug abuse, suicide and marital
breakdown.

From “Vision of a New Society” by Raymond
Brownlee, p.84, $20
A MORE LAW ABIDING AND COHESIVE SOCIETY
Citizens of the new society will be so close to government
that they will have little cause to be at cross purpose with the
law. They will be able to contribute their views about
proposals to change the law, and to draw attention more
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effectively to administrative shortcomings. Any frustration in
dealings with the government can be taken up with COG
(centre of government) officials or with an MP in their
region, with the expectation of obtaining satisfaction.
The abolition of the old taxes will remove the cause of much
irritation between government and citizens and the contempt
for the law that unjust taxes arouse. The high degree of
lawlessness found today in graffiti expressions or acts of
public vandalism, and in the use of drugs and violence to
vent frustrations, should gradually give way to more
responsible behaviour.
The leniency now shown by the courts towards bad
behaviour, o the presumption that the perpetrators are victims
of an unjust society, will no longer be warranted. Those
found guilty of criminal behaviour and breaches of the law
will expect to be punished.
The reformed parliamentary processes should earn more
respect for the parliament and the laws it makes. Altogether
Australia should be a more law abiding place, a more
cohesive community and an exemplary multicultural society.

From “The Natural Economy”, by John Young, p.
19, $20
THE GREAT OBSTACLE TO FREEDOM
A pervasive obstacle to freedom underlies much of what we
have listed, and we can give it the name privilege. I would
define it as: A power accorded by the state to some, with
undue discrimination against others.
An instance is that of sectional interests gaining at the
expense of other people when access to work opportunities is
blocked by legislation – as mentioned above. Again,
government restriction on free trade involve advantages to
some with undue discrimination against others.
As well as being directly hampered by privilege, freedom is
hampered indirectly. Take the diminishing of freedom
through poverty, through poor education, through recessions
and other disruptions of the economy. Only too often these
are caused by advantages accorded, presently or in the past,
by the state to some at the expense of others.
When we speak of a power “accorded by the state”, this
includes the tacit acceptance by the state of discriminatory
measures. If a trade union, for instance, breaks the law to get
what it wants, with undue discrimination against others, and
the government refuses to intervene, de facto power is being
given to that union by the state. Further, the government
itself may be in a privileged position, for it may give itself
powers involving undue discrimination against people.
As we proceed it will become clearer that privilege, as above
defined, is the principal cause of economic and political
maladies, and that the fight for health in those spheres must
be largely a fight for the abolition of privilege.█
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Hmmm…. this should really be entitled “Green
Misunderstandings”, but I’m a sucker for a good bit of
alliteration. Many of my fellow Greens, who should be our
natural allies, still don’t get it. All of their major
misinterpretations will be addressed in this ongoing series. If
you, dear reader (Green or not), have a question then fire it
in to Mr. Ed at karlwilliams99@hotmail.com
What’s in the pipeline in forthcoming issues:
• The inability of retirees and other assetrich/income-poor people to pay LVT
• A cultural shift: the Australian preoccupation with
their rising property values
• Income tax is seen as more progressive and
therefore fairer than LVT (for our next issue)

•

•

But now we’ll tackle a Biggie – no less than:

The Question Of Complicated
Compensation For Those With Mortgages
As we know, when land value taxation (LVT) is
implemented, land prices fall. An objection to LVT is that
some recent property purchasers will be saddled with high
home loans while the market value of their property falls.
Should, therefore, such parties be compensated? How far
should compensation extend? Who will, in the end, bear the
cost of such payouts?
The geoist response is to essentially agree that these are
complex and vexed issues. At the same time, we stress that
any remedy for deeply-flawed and long-entrenched problems
must necessarily involve upheavals. To not bite the bullet
and deal now with the blight of our present system of
taxation and land tenure is to forestall the day of reckoning in
the future when entrenched privilege will be even more
difficult to remove.
There is no one answer to these queries – rather, there are a
multitude of compensatory remedies that can be applied,
depending on particular historical, economic and cultural
factors.
Some compensation in certain circumstances may be
justified, particularly if a recent purchaser is likely to face
economic hardship. However the need for compensation is
usually greatly overestimated. Some of the geoist grounds
against extensive compensation are:
•

many landowners have already held their land for
considerable periods, and have already had a “free
ride” on society (sometimes for generations) in the
sense of not paying their dues for their exclusive use
of our Common Wealth

•

any compensation should not be based on current
(appreciated) market value, as any increase in value
since purchase has been generated by the
community and not the landowner
if LVT is, as many geoists argue, phased in over a
number (say, 10) of years, the “loss” incurred by the
landowner is gradual and far less disruptive. As an
example of the many implementation proposals that
defuse the calls for widespread compensation, one
scheme proposes that LVT be implemented on the
basis of exempting the titleholder from LVT for the
term of his/her natural life.
for landholders who cry for compensation on the
basis of justice, the question could then put to them:
Did they claim in the past that the appreciation in
the value of their land was a windfall profit
generated by the community that should rightly be
returned to the community?
for those landholders who only focus on one side of
the balance sheet, they should be reminded of the
many benefits they’ll accrue. Although they might
see themselves as losing “their” land, they must also
realise that they’ll effectively become co-owners of
all of the natural resources of the nation, and the
stream of economic rent from this might well
eventually give rise to a Citizens’ Dividend (rather
than punitive taxes on honest work).
if full compensation is claimed, then it follows that
everyone who’s been “legally robbed” in the past
through taxation on production or exchange should
also be compensated for all taxes they’ve ever paid!

There are many more nitty-gritty matters to be explained but
Gavin Putland is now working on a comprehensive
implementation proposal which deals with this issue in much
greater detail. █

Logically the Site Revenue fund would be more
than adequate to pay for a modern government.
Since human civilization depends upon its citizens
having secure private title to land, so the
monopoly thus granted will possess a certain
value fixed by, and reflecting, the nature of that
civilization therefore the annual collection of that
value will suffice to fund public infrastructure for
the civilization. Since a healthy civilization is
unlikely to enter retrograde decline, one would
expect the site revenue fund to at least equal the
sum of all present taxation (which is at the
expense of site revenue), plus all unearned
increments privately appropriated, plus all interest
payments. Indeed, the greatest likelihood is that
there would be an embarrassing superfluity of site
revenue, the excess of which could be returned to
citizens equally as a dividend.
David Spain
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Melbourne’s Mark Hassed
continues our series of
personal journeys relating the
different paths by which we
arrive at Geoism. To “see the
cat” is to experience a sort of
revelation, in the manner of
when a kid sees the hidden cat
in those activity book
drawings of a tree or bush.
After you see the cat, the
Geoist paradigm just seems
so obvious.

has
always
taught
Georgist
economics and it is still a condition
for membership of the senior part of
the School in London that you
should have studied a 3 year course
in economics.
No such condition exists in
Melbourne but Dr John Tippet (PhD
in economics) still runs courses
from time to time. When I saw the
course advertisement I thought that
it was ideal for me. The main reason
was that I wanted to understand
why things happened.
I had already realised by that time
that the things politicians and the
press said were often not true – who
could forget Bob Hawke’s “No
child will live in poverty by 1990”?
But, I didn’t know why the ideas
that sounded so fine in theory didn’t
work in practice. Why doesn’t (for
example)
increasing
welfare
payments fix poverty?

I

t seems to me that seeing the cat
usually comes as an insight, all
of a sudden. It came upon me
like that over the period of a
weekend.
For quite a few years now I have
been a member of the Melbourne
School of Philosophy. This

I kept wondering why we
were always harping on,
week after week, about this
thing called economic rent

So, about a decade ago, every
Friday evening from 7.00 pm to
9.30 pm we’d meet in the City at
Latham
House
and
discuss
economics. The course was very
structured but quite enjoyable, even
if for the first few months nothing
was coming together as a picture. I
kept wondering why we were
always harping on, week after
week, about this thing called
economic rent. I speculated that it
must be important, but what it really
was or what it meant didn’t really
make sense to me at that stage.
A key diagram in this course was a
picture of an uninhabited island on
which people arrived and slowly
took up residence. This diagram
showed the level of rent and wages
as the budding society developed. It
also showed the effects of taxation
(at least the traditional kind) on
wages.

organisation is an offshoot of the
School of Economic Science (SES)
in London. The SES was founded
by Mr Leon MacLaren and both he
and his father, Andrew, were avid
Georgists. Consequently the SES

Finally in about the middle of the
year a light went on. Rent was a
benefit that accrues to someone by
virtue of their being in control of a
superior site. I think it takes so long
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to see because we have so many
other connotations we attach to rent.
Fortunately, Dr Tippet always
spoke with great enthusiasm about

As I read, every aspect of
Henry Georges great
logical treatise lit up for
me
Henry George and in particular his
masterwork Progress and Poverty
(P&P). About the time the light
went on regarding rent Karen and I
took a holiday to Queenscliff. One
of the first things you pack on a
holiday is a good book and it just
happened that I had just bought
P&P.
I’m not sure if I was good company
that weekend, but I read almost all
of P&P. As I read, every aspect of
Henry Georges great logical treatise
lit up for me. I devoured every page
with avid interest. For me it was
like a thrilling detective novel
where you couldn’t wait to turn the
page to see what happened next.
I can say that on that weekend I saw
the cat. The picture of Georgist
economics came together as a
whole. It all made sense and not in a
disconnected way where I could
spout a few glib concepts, but in its
totality. The amazing thing about
seeing the cat is that once you do
there’s no going back.
The exciting thing for me was that
suddenly I could explain the things I
saw around me. Wealth, poverty,
prices and the whole myriad of
economic transaction we see came
into focus. The real beauty of seeing
the cat is that you can apply the
principles to any situation and
discover the answer.

For example a few years ago I
began to wonder why we had such
healthy economic fundamentals

The
amazing
thing
about
seeing
the cat is
that
once you
do
there’s
no going
back

during the Menzies era. Now, I
know that the labour supporters will
howl with dismay at that statement
but it is true that we had the highest
standard of living in the world at
that time. Applying Georgist
principles I finally worked out that
it was because he rigorously
controlled land prices by restricting
access to borrowed money. The
banking system was the key! Today
we can borrow money like there is
no tomorrow and so we are
staggering under record debt levels,
land prices have shot out of sight,
banks are making record profits and
we are all the poorer for it. So much
for deregulating banking industry.
Over the past few years I have been
amazed to discuss economics with
others who did the course. They all
found it great fun and very
interesting but almost no one else
got it! They could talk about ideas

For me it was like a
thrilling detective
novel where you
couldn’t wait to turn
the page to see what
happened next
and concepts but they didn’t see the
whole picture and certainly can’t
relate what they learnt to everyday
life.

Later, I took over running the
course and did so for several terms.
My success at passing on Georgist
concepts has been no better than Dr
Tippet’s. Over a period of 3 or 4
years I lectured to a total of several
hundred people and, I’m sorry to
say, none of my students have
wound up as active Georgists in at
Hardware Lane.
One thing I did learn from teaching
was that a short passionate
explanation gave people a better
idea than the slow, step-by-step
approach we often adopt in our
courses. Hence my interest in the
speeches of Henry George and my
publication a few years ago of The
Prosperity Paradox. [Ed: An
excerpt of this brilliant book,
available from our office, is quoted
in this issue].
Why is it so hard to grasp the
teachings of Henry George?
Perhaps it’s because we have so
much tripe fed to us by the
academics, media, politicians and
the economists. I honestly believe
that if you came to Henry George’s
reasoning with a clear and open
mind it is irrefutable. The problem
is that so few people have a clear
and open mind. I am not saying that
my mind is conspicuously clear and
open, but rather I persevered to
keep dropping traditional teaching.
█

The rental value of 200
hectares of good farming
land in the best part of any
state would have less than
one percent of the rental
value of only 200 square
metres in the busiest
Central Business District of
our capital cities. Under the
Georgist system of raising
revenue, the farmer would
only pay site rental of his
land, but no rent on the
value of his home, his
fencing, machinery and
other improvements.
- Clyde Cameron
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GIGGLES & GROANS
An experienced
neoclassical economist
and not-so-experienced
neoclassical economist
are walking down the
road. They come across a
dog turd lying on the
asphalt.
Experienced economist:
"If you eat it I'll give you
$20,000!"
Not-so-experienced
economist runs his
optimisation problem and
figures out he's better off
eating it so he does and
collects money.
Continuing along the
same road they almost
step into yet another turd.
Not-so-experienced
economist: "Now, if YOU
eat this turd I'll give YOU
$20,000."
After evaluating the
proposal experienced
economist eats the turd
and gets the money.
They go on. Not-soexperienced economist
starts thinking: "Listen,
we both have the same
amount of money we had
before, but we both ate
dog turds. I don't see us
being better off."
Experienced economist:
"Well, that's true, but you
overlooked the fact that
we've been just involved
in $40,000 of trade."

☺☺☺
A neoclassical economist
is an expert who will
know tomorrow why the
things he predicted
yesterday didn't happen
today.

☺☺☺
I don't think you can
spend yourself rich.
- George Humphrey
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IN HONOUR OF A RARE SOUL
A great man has died. Dr. Robert V. Andelson died on November 8,
2003, near his Alabama home. I’m grateful for having met him on a
number of occasions, at each of which I was deeply struck that here
stood a man in the mould of Henry George, who strived tirelessly to
build a better world. On a personal level, he was a gentle, refined
and charming man.
He was born February 19, 1931, in Los Angeles, California. He
had been a resident of Auburn, Alabama and joined the Philosophy
Department of Auburn University in 1965, became full professor in
1973, and emeritus in 1992. Previously he taught government,
philosophy and religion at colleges in Louisiana, Wisconsin, and
California. He was also Distinguished Research Fellow, American
Institute for Economic Research, Massachusetts.
Robert Andelson was vice president of the Robert Schalkenbach
Foundation, and had been a board member since 1986. He was also
immediate past president of the International Union for Land Value
Taxation and Free Trade. Bob served as a member of The American
Journal of Economics and Sociology, the Henry George Institute,
Common Ground U.S.A., and the Council of Georgist
Organizations. He had been executive director, Henry George
School of Social Science, San Diego, CA.

Robert Andelson in 2001 handing over the
presidency of the International Union for
LVT to Dr Tatiana Roskoshnaya

Open Letter to Pope John Paul II
by the late Robert Andelson
Your Holiness,

He was author, co-author, or editor of many great works, including
one of the most powerful and influential books – geoist or nongeoist – that I’ve ever read. I can’t recommend this one highly
enough: Critics of Henry George (Fairleigh Dickinson U. Press,
1979). We stock it at the Proz Oz office or, if you’re a member (for
a lousy $30 a year, including Progress subscription) you can borrow
it from our library.
His noble idealism quietly shone through in a number of ways,
especially in his turn of phrase. He was a deeply religious man and
used the language of Christianity, but also held liberal and
extremely tolerant spiritual perspectives.
The open letter to the pope is an example of one of Bob’s briefer
writings, written in November 1997. But I hope you’ll also be as
moved as I was with what Bob said before a conference dinner
some 7 years ago. It was spoken at perhaps our movement’s darkest
hour, before its recent resurgence when our core membership was
dwindling and ageing too noticeably. I like to think that these
touching words somehow inspired us all to keep fighting the good
fight.
“GRACIOUS AND ETERNAL SPIRIT,
As we look back over the past few days here, we see some
hopeful signs but also many reasons for discouragement. We
see greying locks and thinning ranks. As our numbers
decrease, our feuds and factions grow.
Keep us from the bitterness that feeds on desperation. Help
us to refrain from imputing sordid motives to those with whom
we disagree. Help us to seek common ground, that our
differences might be fruitful rather than corrosive. And help
us to remember that, in the last analysis, we shall not be
asked how many we were or what we succeeded in
accomplishing, but only whether we were faithful.
And now we thank you for this food, asking that you would
bless it to our bodies and us to the service of your Kingdom.
Amen
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THE QUESTION OF MISERY
At the outdoor mass you held in Wroclaw in Poland during
your recent visit to that country, you said the following
very true and sincere words:
"The Earth is capable of feeding everyone. Why therefore
- here at the end of the 20th century - should thousands of
people die from starvation'" - "Pray solidarity will prevail
over the unrestrained thirst for profit and ways to handle
laws of trade, which do not take into consideration
inalienable human rights".
It was the same concern about the greed of the wealthy and
the plight of the poor, that your predecessor, Pope Leo
XIII, expressed in his Encyclical Letter of 1891,'Rerum
Novarum'. Yet, in the more than hundred years that have
past, if there has been a change, it has been for the worse!

The Social Security bill is
not paid by landowners,
but by entrepreneurs,
wage earners, pensioners,
savers and consumers
The wealth is there. The growth of industry and the
discoveries of science about which Pope Leo spoke, are
even more fantastic and surprising than he would have
imagined in his most inspired dreams. The enormous
fortunes of individuals, of which he also spoke, have
become more enormous. Yet the poverty is still there.
Even in countries that are considered wealthy, people are
homeless and live in cardboard boxes; people die, not just
by the thousands as your Holiness said in Wroclaw, but by
the millions, from poverty related diseases, malnutrition
and starvation. You are indeed right to ask the question:
WHY?
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THE EXCLUSION FROM THE GIFTS OF GOD
As your Holiness will know, the Encyclical Letter of 1891
was not only an attack on socialism, but also a strong
defence of the right to hold land as private property, a right
that Pope Leo XIII claimed to be natural.
But the right to hold land includes the right for the owner
to exclude other people from it, and, as all usable land in

In that way,
Henry George
emphasized, all
citizens would
be able to get
their equal share
of the gifts of
God
industrially developed countries is owned in that way,
people without such a right will be unable to enjoy the
gifts of God unless they accept the conditions exacted of
them by a landowner. Neither can they work, reside nor
relax without land, and again they have to accept
conditions exacted by a landowner.
Normally the landowner will ask people to pay the marketdetermined site rental, which is high because of the many
excluded people who want land, or he will offer to let them
work at a market-determined wage, which is low because
of many excluded people wanting a working place.
Some people, in fact - as a consequence of the many
excluded - a growing number of people, can neither
qualify for a job nor afford to pay the site rental, and they
have to live on the streets, on the roads, at the dumping
grounds or wherever they can find a poor shelter, some
clothes and a little to eat. Some of them find that crime and
prison give them a better life than there is available
through the legal opportunities open to them.

Nations conference on Human Settlements (Habitat II) at
Istanbul last year, that:
"The failure to adapt, at all levels, appropriate rural and
urban land policies and land management practices
remains a primary cause of inequity and poverty".

LETTER TO POPE LEO XIII
Allow us, your Holiness, to point to the Open Letter of
September 11th, 1891, written in New York by Henry
George and sent to your predecessor his Holiness Pope
Leo XIII, as a response to 'Rerum Novarum'.
Published as a book this Open Letter has been read by
many thousands, and still today the book is sold and read.
Henry George did consider 'inalienable human rights' and
'unrestrained thirst for profit and ways to handle laws of
trade'. On exactly this background he spoke for all people's
equal rights to the gifts of God.
To maintain this right for everybody and at the same time
to allow exclusive right for some to own land as private
property, he advocated that people who are given the
exclusive right to own land - and thereby the right to
exclude other people from the gifts of Nature - should pay
a compensation to the people they exclude (in fact to all
citizens).
The compensation, as a duty to be paid by the landowners,
should be the market-determined rentals of the sites from
which they can exclude others. This being a fair charge of
justice as the rentals are not due to efforts or investments
made by the landowners, but due to the development of
society ‘and to the growth of the population of human
beings, all wanting a place to work, and a place to reside.
The rentals should be collected from all landowners by
society, and the revenue should be used to the benefit of all
citizens. In that way, Henry George emphasized, all
citizens would be able to get their equal share of the gifts
of God.

If not, all statements about equal right to
to work, to education and to residence,
continue being hollow and false

In some countries Social Security is
life,
implemented to mitigate the cruel consequences
will
of the exclusion of people from the gifts of God.
The Social Security bill is not paid by
landowners, but by entrepreneurs, wage earners,
pensioners, savers and consumers.
In other countries only private charity is available to
relieve the hardships.
But neither Social Security nor charity will change the
basic injustice that causes the horrible conditions of the
people excluded, that increases the site rentals to be paid
for the use of land, and reduces net-wages, widening the
gap between poor and rich. The basic cause of these evils
has to be destroyed.
Political leaders from all over the world, including
representatives of the Holy See, agreed at the United

HOLY INCENTIVES OR HOLLOW FALSEHOOD
We do agree with your Holiness and with Henry George
that people have private right to property created by man,
the right to the fruits of their labour; and also that people
can achieve private right to exclusive possession of land,
from which they can exclude other people.
But we find it logically inconsistent to believe that people
have equal right to life and to be on the Earth, when at the
same time some of them have exclusive right to own land
as private property without paying compensation to those
people whom they exclude from their land.
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Your Holiness' sincere words, as quoted initially in this
letter, accord with Rerum Novarum of 1891 and with the
Habitat II statement quoted above, but they will only
become true if your Holiness will succeed in urging on the
rulers/governments of this world to collect the annual
market-determined Site Rentals of all land in their
countries, and distribute the revenue thus acquired to the
benefit of all their citizens.

The "Common Ownership of Land" Bill
was prepared by Tony Benn with the
Labour Land Campaign which Tony
put (as a Private Members 10 minute
rule Bill) to the UK's House of
Commons in the mid 1980s.
In this Bill we envisaged all land rent
(with the exception of owner-occupied
houses) being collected by a
Community Land Trust - and the
income being distributed in 3 ways:
1. One third to the Government to
improve services
2. One third to the Government to cut
(or abolish) taxes
3. One third as a "land dividend" to be
paid to every man, woman and child.

Let it become a Jubilee in the
original meaning of the word,
striking unjust shackles from
society

If your Holiness could succeed in persuading the
governments to do so, all people on Earth would gain
equal access to the gifts of Nature, and true solidarity
would become a reality. If not, all statements about equal
right to life, to work, to education and to residence, will
continue being hollow and false; and our successors will
not see a change for the better; on the contrary, they will
see the gap between very rich people and alienated poor
people grow bigger, and the problems of poverty grow
more serious than they are today.

OUR PRAYER
We pray your Holiness may succeed in convincing the
governments of this world of the importance of public
collection of the annual market rental of all land, and the
revenue to be used for equal benefit of all the citizens, thus
to provide far all human beings, equal rights to the gifts of
Nature.
Let this become the manifestation of the new Millennium,
the 2000 year anniversary of the birth of Jesus Christ.

A part of our thinking was that the
Tories had managed to privatise the
nationalised industries without a
squeak from working class people
who could not afford to join in the
shares bonanza and yet they were
losing their assets. We felt that if
these nationalised industries had paid
a proportion of their profits as a
dividend to all citizens then there
would be an outcry as people lost
their annual cheque.
Similarly with land, we hoped that the
"land dividend" would stop any future
Govt giving the land back to the
aristocracy. There is a tradition in the
British socialist movement re
dividends, because that's exactly how
the early co-operative societies
distributed their profits - as a dividend
on individual sales instead of on
money invested.
- Dave Wetzel,
Vice-Chair
Transport for London

Let it become a Jubilee in the original meaning of the
word, striking unjust shackles from society; thereby
preparing a new age of humanity, a social life in friendship
and peace.

**ooOOoo**
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Letters Letters Letters Letters Letters Letters
CONSTIPATED LABOR
UNATTRACTIVE
From The Weekend Australian,
29/11/03
The result of the next federal
election depends not on the Labor
leadership question, but on the
timing of that election. If the
parliament runs its full term, the
housing bubble will burst during
Howard's watch, and whichever
drover's dog happens to be leading
Labor will win. It's the economy,
stoopid!
G.R. Putland, Calamvale, Qld

HOUSING'S TWISTED
STATISTICS
From The Sunday Telegraph,
31/12/03
The boffins at CommSec have
discovered that if they choose a city
in which the property market is
turning downwards (Sydney), and
choose a period that includes the
downturn, then the average rate of
price growth over that period will
support the contention that there
was no bubble (ST, 28/12).
My new-year prediction is that by
the end of 2004, both the bubble
deniers and the burst deniers will be
extinct.
The recession deniers,
however, may survive until late
2005.
Dr. Gavin Putland
Calamvale, Qld

HOUSING
AFFORDABILITY
From The Australian Financial
Review, 29/12/03
The proposal, floated in the
Productivity
Commission
discussion draft on first home
ownership, to replace stamp duty on
conveyancing with a comprehensive
land tax, would be a move in the

right direction. A flat rate land tax
would discourage speculation,
thereby keeping land prices within
bounds.
Such a tax would be equitable, as
land values rise due to community
action, including provision of
infrastructure, including ports,
railways, roads, public buildings
and other public facilities, not
through the efforts of the owners.
Making minor changes will do little
to overcome the problem. Unless
we are prepared to make a major
change, most of the coming
generation will not be able to
purchase a home.
David Barkley
Box Hill, Melbourne

EQUITY WITHDRAWAL
SHOULD CAUSE STIR
From the Australian Financial
Review, 3/12/03
The recent rise in interest rates
ensured that the Reserve Bank of
Australia's November statement on
monetary policy would receive
more than the usual scrutiny. I was
therefore surprised by the lack of
commentary on a graphic headline
``Housing equity withdrawal" in the
RBA's statement.

Since the beginning of 2001,
borrowing against housing has
exceeded housing investment; the
margin is now about 4 per cent of
GDP, or about 8 per cent of
household disposable income. The
extraordinary implication is that
housing has ceased to be our
favourite investment and become
our favourite line of credit.
Borrowing against housing has risen
by about 8 per cent of GDP since
the late 1990s and by about 10 per
cent of GDP since the 1980s. This
gives an idea of how much
household spending will contract
when
borrowing
returns
to
sustainable levels. That is only the
first-round effect; the resulting
unemployment will cause another
fall in consumption, which will
cause more unemployment, and so
on.
In the last two major recessions
there was no blow-out in borrowing
relative to investment, and the RBA
had more room to cut interest rates
than it will have this time around.
Unless some radical recessionbreaking policy is adopted, the
coming recession will be more
severe than the last two.
G. R. Putland,
Calamvale, Qld.

VOTERS SPLIT OVER
ALP LEADERSHIP

The graph showed housing
investment nudging 8 per cent of
gross domestic product, which is
about 1.5 percentage points higher
than the peaks preceding the
recessions of 1982-83 and 1991-92.
Worse, it showed an unprecedented
blow-out in borrowing against
housing relative to housing
investment. Throughout the 1980s,
borrowing was consistently below
investment, by a margin of about 3
per cent of GDP. The margin shrank
during the early 1990s and
fluctuated at about 1 per cent of
GDP in the mid- to late-1990s.

The result of the next federal
election depends on its timing, not
on the Labor leadership. If the
Parliament runs its full term, the
election will follow the crash of the
housing market, and whichever
drover's dog happens to be leading
the Labor Party will win.
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From The Daily Telegraph, 1/12/03

G.R. Putland, Brisbane

economic

ills

such

including

Prepared Address to the
Productivity
work,
unaffordable
housing. It Commission's
will then
be
apparent
why
the
proceedings
of
Public Hearings on Housing Affordability

as

this
Commission
are
more
important than the National Wage
Case, or mutual obligation, or
by Dr. Gavin
R. Putland,
workplace
relations, or almost any
other currentProsper
economic debate.
Communications Officer,
Australia
(Submissions 68 and DR248)

Ed: Proz Oz’s top gun, Gavin
Putland, went in to bat for us at this
hearing. For a deeper perspective
on the geoist explanation of the
fatal flaws of the land market,
Gavin’s 2 scholarly papers
submitted to this commission are
available from our office or on
Gav’s
website

www.users.bigpond.com/putland
Mr. Chairman,

To avoid wasting the Commission's
time with needless repetition, I
propose to concentrate my address
on those points that I think are in
danger of being underrated.
Unfortunately and surprisingly, one
of those points is the central
importance of housing affordability,
not only for social justice but also
for pure economic growth.

But of course the owners
of substantial land-like
assets oppose ANY such
policy, and have the
financial means to fight it

Brisbane, January 28, 2004.

Modern economic discourse is
dominated by the neoclassical
paradigm, in which assets are
simply assets. In contrast, we
distinguish between two classes of
assets:
those
that
can
be
competitively
produced
by
individuals and firms (for example,
HOUSES), and those that can't (for
example, LAND). In our first
submission
we
call
these
respectively HOUSE-LIKE assets
and LAND-LIKE assets.

The returns to HOUSE-LIKE assets
are an incentive for producing and
maintaining
such
assets.
Accordingly, we unreservedly
approve of the private ownership of
house-like assets, and the private
enjoyment of the returns to those
assets. We are NOT socialists.
The rental values of LAND-LIKE
assets increase in the long term, as
effective demand increases while
supply remains fixed. Because
neither the assets themselves nor
their values are created by the
owners, these rent increments are
pure ECONOMIC rent -- not a
reward for productive activity -- and
therefore could be diverted into the
public
treasury
without
discouraging
any
productive
activity, without raising prices of
goods and services, and with the
added benefit of stabilizing the
prices
of
the
assets
and
PREVENTING
SPECULATIVE
BUBBLES, such as the current
housing bubble. This particular
policy was first proposed by John
Stuart Mill, and there are earlier and
later variations on the same theme.
But of course the owners of
substantial land-like assets oppose
ANY such policy, and have the
financial means to fight it.

So I'd like to start by giving the
briefest possible outline of the
economic paradigm to which
Prosper Australia subscribes, and
how it connects a variety of

So instead of using this economic
rent
for
public
revenue,
governments tax everything that
they should be trying to encourage,
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investment, employment, and the
consumption that creates demand.
All of these taxes increase the cost
of hiring a worker at a given
standard of living, and consequently
tend to increase inflation or

the prevailing economic
paradigm regards
unemployment, poverty
and HOUSING STRESS
not as evils to be avoided,
but as the price that
must be paid so that the
owners of land-like assets
can continue to enjoy
their economic rent
unemployment or both. Central
banks fight the inflationary pressure
by raising interest rates to produce
yet
more
unemployment,
maintaining unemployment at the
so-called natural rate, which is the
rate required to produce stable
inflation.
Meanwhile,
the
opportunity to make capital gains
on land-like assets creates a
permanent artificial demand for
those
assets,
causing
a
PERMANENT PRICE PREMIUM
exacerbated
by
PERIODIC
SPECULATIVE
BUBBLES.
Unfortunately
one
of
those
overpriced land-like assets is LAND
FOR HOUSING, which is a
necessity of life, and for which
workers must pay out of wages that
have been depressed by the
competition for scarce jobs, eroded
by income tax, and devalued by
indirect taxes. In summary, the
prevailing economic paradigm
regards unemployment, poverty and
HOUSING STRESS not as evils to
be avoided, but as the price that
must be paid so that the owners of
land-like assets can continue to
enjoy their economic rent. This is
the End of History, the capitalist
Nirvana.

We say we can do better than that.
We obviously say that the solution
to unemployment, poverty and
HOUSING STRESS, and the key to
faster economic growth, is to tax
economic rent and minimize all
other forms of taxation. This is one
of the few tax reforms that
simultaneously improve equity and
efficiency.
So unaffordable housing is both a

This is one of the few tax
reforms that
simultaneously improve
equity and efficiency
key
symptom
of
economic
mismanagement and a key cause of
economic inequality.
To appreciate the importance of
affordable housing to economic
justice, let's consider some of the
rival proposals for redistributing
wealth. Safety-net wage rises can
be taken away by income tax,
income tests on welfare, and
income-contingent
child-support
payments. Welfare increases or tax
cuts for low income earners
overcome some of these barriers,
but can still be competed away in
the rental housing market. Every
place of residence, however
squalid it may be, commands a
rent by reason of the economic
opportunities to which it gives
access. Any reform of wages,
taxes or welfare that merely
raises the floor under those
opportunities will therefore also
raise rents, so that the benefits go
to landlords. The only way to cut
through this web, the only way to
deliver real benefits to lowincome households, is to exert
downward pressure on the cost of
housing -- through policies that
strengthen
the
bargaining
position of renters and buyers
against landlords and sellers. That
is why we say that the real debate
on economic justice in Australia is
taking place within this Inquiry.
Our general approach to the
problem is clear: we need to shift
the tax burden off productive
activities and onto the economic

rent of land. In our first submission
we propose to do this to a limited
extent, in a way that shouldn't
require too much political courage.
We propose to get rid of payroll tax,
up-front infrastructure levies, and
stamp duty on new homes -- not
FIRST homes, but NEW homes,
because the duty on new homes
determines the effect on supply and
hence the effect on prices across the
board. And we propose a broadbased land tax with no threshold, at
a rate of 3 to 4 percent per annum.
The land under owner-occupied
principal residences would be
exempt, although the submission
leaves open the possibility of
targeting that land through a
strengthened assets test on welfare
payments. As explained in our
second submission, because each
household requires access to one lot
of land, a general increase in land
values represents a transfer of
wealth from landless households to
households owning two or more
lots, so that owner-occupiers are
NOT better off, except by
comparison with the landless.
There is one other fact that has been
conspicuously overlooked in the
Discussion Draft and in public
debate: Policies that stimulate the
supply of housing do so through

Finally we point out that because
the taxation of economic rent is the
key
not
only
to
housing
affordability, but also to full
employment and rapid economic
growth, it will still be appropriate
after the housing bubble bursts and
precipitates the next recession. █

I offer my view that George's
socio-political philosophy is best
described by the term
"cooperative individualism" is
based not on a natural right, per
se, but a moral premise: that the
earth is the birthright of all
persons, equally. Everything that
George writes about property in
nature, property in production,
property in ideas, etc. is built on
that fundamental moral premise.
If one accepts that premise as a
moral imperative, then the rest
follows rather easily. Those who
reject that premise either deny
the existence of human rights or
are attempting to live without a
firm moral compass to guide
them in their thinking and
behaviour.
- Ed Dodson

SOCIAL GIG

Welfare increases or tax
cuts for low income
earners …. can still be
competed away in the
rental housing market
their effect on the rate of new
construction, and would be more
efficacious if explicitly LIMITED
TO NEW CONSTRUCTION.
Hence our second submission
suggests that the first home owners'
grant be restricted to new homes,
and perhaps also extended to new
homes that are not ``first'' homes.
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John Poulter, long-time Proz Oz
member, has invited members,
their family and friends to a gettogether at his home in
Portarlington.
Date- Saturday 13th
March
• at 11 Darryl Street,
Portarlington
• starting at midday
• BYO
drinks
and
barbeque requirements
• Salad provided
RSVP Wednesday 10th March to
Anne 9670-2754 or email
office@prosper.org.au
•
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Famed for his role in the Karen
Silkwood case, union leader Tony
Mazzochi also pushes for a shorter
workweek. So does In These Times
reporter John Judis. Their cause
needs help. While the worsening
time-famine stresses many, most do
not yet call for a social salary. They
clamour for jobs.

Ed: The co-founder of the USA
Greens, “Mr. Geonomist”

Jeff

Smith, presents another very
readable
and
stimulating
perspective. Jeff visited our fair
shores last year and left a trail of
wet towels wherever he stayed.
Sizzling rumours predict Jeff will
return soon to continue a romance
with a certain Green activist Is that
how you’d describe yourself, Anne?

INTRODUCTION
What would you do if you could
work two days and take five off?
Write? Play soccer? Tend to the
community garden? Time off is an
option made increasingly viable by
our relentlessly rising rate of
productivity. French Marxist and
media critic Jean Baudrillard, while
still advancing the interests of labor,
implores the Left to move on from
seeing humans as workers to seeing
workers as human beings, with
more needs than merely the
material. Enabling people to live
their lives more fully is an issue
made to order for rescuing the Left
from the doldrums that descended
when “history ended”.
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What would single mothers do with
enough income to stay home? What
would minorities do with the
wherewithal to begin their own
businesses?
What
would
communities do if they did not leak
resources up to an upper class and
out to a distant lender or tax
collector? What would the elite do
without our commonwealth? The
means to these ends is an extra
income apart from labor or capital
(savings), that is, a “social salary”
from society’s surplus, a “Citizens
Dividend” from all the rents, natural
and governmental, that people pay
for land and to the privileged,
redirected to everyone equally.
Merely demanding a fair sharing of
the bounty from nature and modern
society would raise people’s selfesteem, a key component for
political involvement. Actually
receiving an income supplement
would transform our lives and
restructure society.

The Left requests and the Right
promises jobs – the Left for the
income, the Right in order to keep
people in their place. Workers want
to be paid for going along with the
program.
Bosses
want
to
accommodate them, albeit not fully;
maintaining some unemployment
spooks workers and keeps wages
down. Since jobs are the knee-jerk
cure of everyone, they can not be
the signature issue of the Left. Nor
can they lift our sights. The call for
jobs does not come from a place of
respect but from a willingness to
accept the status quo, with
prevailing hierarchy left intact.
To deliver a bigger pie, the Right
touts efficiency and growth; to
better distribute the pie, the Left
urges equity and jobs. Yet jobs are
less for distributing, more for
producing – if that. As automation
and globalisation expand the pie,
they contract the workforce. Even
when, or especially when, people
take time off to go to war, output
increases, proving we’re well over
over-capacity. Juliet Schor in her
Overworked American notes this
rise in productivity does not bless us
with leisure but curses us with
unemployment.

Unless humanity needs militarism,
corporate welfare, and debt service,
it’s fair to say most public revenue
gets wasted. Demanding a dividend
– similar to Alaska paying residents
a share from oil royalties – forces a
new dialog on spending priorities.
Beyond arguing “bread not bombs”,
a dividend replaces expenditures by
However, even when employment
politicians (necessarily influenced
is high, jobs still do a lousy job of
by donors) with spending by
distribution. They capture less than
citizens, the people who generate
a fair return to labor while
the surplus in the first place. With a
swallowing up our free time. Full
dividend, citizens get to see
Demanding jobs rather than a
themselves
as
direct
beneficiaries from reigning
fair share of society’s surplus
in the wild spending spree
implies that there is no
on imperial aggression,
commonwealth or that
disloyal multinationals, and
expropriating it by a few is OK
on “borrowing” money that
never existed until “lent” by
the Federal Reserve.
employment with a liveable wage
may mean jobs with justice for
WHAT THE LEFT MUST NOT
some, but not for those unable to
DO
work, and it reduces humans to
workers, not players or creators.
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Demanding jobs rather than a fair
share of society’s surplus implies
that there is no commonwealth or
that expropriating it by a few is OK.
Neither is true. Rents are real, and
they are ours. There is a free lunch
(just ask the privileged), as those
downing it do get money for
nothing. And since society, not lone
owners, generates these values, that
flow of funds belongs to everyone.
RENT – THE STUFF OF
FORTUNES – ROCKS AND
RULES
The value of a parcel of land is
initially based on the natural
endowments of the location
(“location, location, location”),
created not by an owner but by
whatever created all of us. Next,
land value rises with the presence of
society, and grows with the
population of society. It’s highest
where society is densest, in the city
centers, typically 2000 times more
valuable than sites in the
boondocks.
Land
values
as
economic
values
disappear
whenever society quits respecting
one’s claim, as in a war zone; there,
real estate offices nimbly shut
down. And while land titles may be
the holy grail of wannabe
homeowners, they’re also the ticket
to pocket unearned rent by absentee
landlords, such as Donald Trump.
Making land public does not
guarantee that the public end up
with the rent. The public’s steward,
the state, often lets public resources
at “fire-sale” prices, unduly
enriching Chevron, Arco, KerrMcGee, Weyerhauser, etc. The state
gifts enormously valuable licenses
for TV, radio, and cell phones to
GE, Disney, Time Warner, and
Clear Channel. The metaphor, “field
of knowledge”, lets us see patents
and copyrights as flags; by
excluding innovative outsiders, they
not only skew techno-progress (thus
addicting civilization to oil) but also
enrich those few who can afford to

Making land public does not
guarantee that the public
end up with the rent

corral them: GM, DuPont, and
Microsoft. Similarly, a utility
franchise lets AT&T pay investors,
and Enron insiders, handsomely.
Buying a land title – the granddaddy
of all privileges – typically requires
a mortgage, which disguises rent as
“interest”. Pierre Joseph Proudhon
(1809-1865),
French
journalist/anarchist, noted: "As long
as land monopoly is maintained, the
few can take possession of what
Nature free of charge has granted
to everyone, and usury will
penetrate the whole society, and we
will have banks, which instead of
being servants for the exchange of
goods will become powerful
extorters." He called this one;
today’s banks do bleed the
economy.

Microsoft. Politicians define legally
“safe” amounts of polluted air and
water for GM and Monsanto,
keeping safe the wealth of those
responsible.
Not to be outdone by any
legislature, the Supreme Court has
ruled in favour of compensating
landowners
for
environmental
“takings”, but has remained silent
about landowners compensating the
public for any “givings”, as when
site values skyrocket near a new
light rail stop. Molly Ivins wrote,
"Henry George must be in his grave
spinning' like a cyclotron. We, the
people at large, make the land more
desirable; and then the landowners
want us to pay them because we
won't allow them to poison the air
or to pollute the rivers." (1995
March)

What does the central bank, the
That’s how great fortunes are
private consortium dubbed the
made: by sloughing off private
Federal Reserve, lend to the US?
costs (which become “negative
Nothing. Given the power to create
money
by
Congress legally
Congress (which
lowered the
the Constitution
had given to
greater risk of
Congress), from
nuclear power to
no savings at all
benefit
but merely from
Westinghouse, of
legal standing, it
manufactures
the Valdez oil
credit, which the
transport spill for
US borrows, at
Exxon, and the Y2K
interest. The US
software design
exempts
this
interest from its
bug for Microsoft
income
tax;
people who hold
externalities”) while soaking up
US bonds – mainly the wealthy –
public benefits (some “positive
keep this income tax-free.
externalities”).
Land
titles,
corporate charters, and other
The much and justifiably criticized
privileges – mere pieces of paper –
corporation is in essence its
are worth trillions each year. The
corporate charter, given value by
corporations – from the Federal
limiting the liability of managers,
Reserve to Exxon (both founded by
directors, and investors. It’s worth
the “oiligarchy”) – that receive
at least the cost of the insurance
these privileges make their owners
payments not made by the
rich or richer. Their wealth is not
corporation, which would equal the
compensation for the exertions of
costs imposed upon worker,
either labor or capital, not profit in
customer, and nature. As the “need”
the market from output, but rent
arises, legislatures extend limited
from
present
lobbying
of
liability even further: Congress
legislatures or past conquest of
legally lowered the greater risk of
others’
lands.
Thus
laws
nuclear
power
to
benefit
(“privilege” means “private law”)
Westinghouse, of the Valdez oil
funnel multi-trillions of dollars each
transport spill for Exxon, and the
year from the many to the few.
Y2K software design bug for
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George, author of the classic,
Progress and Poverty (1879, in its
day more popular than Das
Kapital), was Labor’s candidate for
the mayoralty of New York in 1886,

shipped so far by oil-burning
an election he won but a victory he
freighters, employment dropped to a
was denied by the machinations of
true (not fudged) 94% (our “94%”
Tammany Hall. Samuel Gompers
does not include people who’ve quit
(1850-1924), union organizer who
looking
for
work).
(Local
campaigned for George, said, "I
believe in the Single Tax. I
If you tax something the
count it a great privilege to
have been a friend of Henry
capitalists will produce less
George and to have been one
of it and charge you more for
of those who helped to make
it. But land is different.
him understood in New York
Government Statistics, 1982)
and elsewhere."
*
In the 1980s when Ling
Temco Voight, Inc. closed steel
TAX SHIFT WORKS
mills in the region, Pittsburgh lost
its factory. In nearby Aliquippa,
Whenever George’s followers
which still taxes land 16 times
convinced society to shift taxes off
higher than buildings, former
earnings, onto rents, that opened up
employees bought one mill at a
opportunity. As collecting land
price discounted by the underlying
rent knocks down land price, and as
land’s tax liability and re-opened it.
speculators turn into developers,
Other investors built a new mill
and as formerly procrastinating
there, keeping the local economy
governments become leasers, then
alive.
the use of land rises. Using land
*
In the 1990s around the
requires labor, raising the demand
outskirts of Ethiopia’s capital,
for workers. More employment
Addis Ababa, shantytowns sprang
means higher wages.
up on land that had been used to
*
During the 1920s, New
feed the city. That pushed out
York City taxed land but not new
farmers onto land that had lain
buildings put on it. Construction
fallow for centuries. The longer trek
more than tripled while in other big
to central markets raised the price of
cities it barely doubled. There were
food there. So the Regional
more jobs and higher wages for
Government, against the advice of
construction workers, and more
the IMF, adopted a tax on land
business for merchants who sold
values and parcel size and
goods to the employed workers.
drastically reduced the tax on
There were more buildings for new
structures inside city limits. The
businesses that hired help. (“How
Economics Section of the Ethiopian
New York Solved Its Housing
Embassy in Washington, DC
Crisis”, Charles Johnson Post,
reports greater occupancy and
1934?)
refurbishing of older structures in
*
In 1957 the Danish
the city.
Parliament raised the land tax rate.
Investors switched from real
estate to real enterprise. One
government would merely
year later, inflation had gone
recover
and disburse rents
from 5% to under 1%; bank
before the elite or their
interest dropped from 6.25% to
friendly politicians have a
5%.
By
1960,
100,000
unemployed in a country of just
chance to misspend
five million had found jobs;
society’s surplus
workers received the largest
one-time jump in wages in
Danish history. (Third Way for the
Third World, Knud Tholstrup,
TAXING EARNINGS DOESN’T
Danish MP, 1986)
WORK
*
In New Zealand, where
As taxing land spurs employment,
90% of the towns taxed land only,
taxing labor and capital does just
not improvements, employment
the opposite. Taxing salaries makes
averaged 99% from 1966 until
it more expensive to hire people.
1975. When the oil shock hit,
Taxing earned profits makes it more
making their export goods too
expensive to invest in firms that hire
expensive since they had to be
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Rentiers become the elite or rise
higher up among the upper echelon,
the puppeteers of our puppet state.
Their ranks grow with every
techno-advance that spurs a new
monopoly and pushes up locational
values.
HOW TO RECOVER RENTS
Trillions are enough money that the
present beneficiaries spend fortunes
on electing their water boys to
Congress and state legislatures.
Why do public servants agree to let
public assets go for peanuts? Partly
out of habit, partly because the
recipients contribute mightily to
their political campaigns, but also.
Well, not exactly “always”. Once
there was a powerful movement to
shift taxes off wages, onto rents. It
was not Marxism, eventho’ one of
the first demands in the Communist
Manifesto was to tax land
(acknowledging the history of the
enclosures of farmland which
forced surplus labor to work cheap
in the then new factories in cities).
It was the movement of the Single
Tax on land, spearheaded by Henry
George.

We, the people at large,
make the land more
desirable; and then the
landowners want us to
pay them because we
won't allow them to
poison the air or to
pollute the rivers

people. If you want jobs, don’t tax
them. Demanding jobs while taxing
wages is irrational. When we tax (or
in other ways reduce) one’s efforts,
most people naturally produce less.
Less output not only shrinks private
assets but also the formation of
public assets downstream.
Unlike taxing earned incomes,
which shrinks the pie, collecting
rent grows the pie. While taxes on
effort lessen the motivation to
produce, charging people rent for

directors would no
longer have either
the means or the
motive to lavish
pay and benefits
on CEOs, that
breed of salesman
with excellent oldboy connections
and superbly apt at
schmoozing

what’s already been provided, by
definition, does not diminish the
motive to produce. Instead,
recovering rent removes the private
profit from speculating in land and
resources. And once we redirect
revenue from sweetheart deals (e.g.,
Pentagon contracts), tax breaks
(e.g., depletion allowances), and
subsidies
(e.g.,
agri-business
support) into a general dividend,
then why bother currying favours
from the state? Finding rent-seeking
from both nature and the legislature
less profitable, investors would turn
to improving production: new
technology and worker re-training,
providing society more from less.
In The Nation, Robert Fitch ('90 Oct
29), author of The Assassination of
New York (1993), stated, "A tax
levied on land used for commercial
purposes is the ideal tax. It would
fall on the richest families and
institutions, it can't be shifted to
consumers and owners can't move
their property to another state.
Almost invariably, if you tax
something the capitalists will
produce less of it and charge you
more for it. But land is different.

Most of it was produced once and
for all by God."
Increasing taxes, fees, or dues upon
land, resources, and privileges
won’t force firms to raise prices; the
ones who try to will lose customers
to those who don’t; in the end, all
will have to settle for smaller
profits. On the other hand, de-taxing
labor and capital, by lowering
overhead, lets firms lower the price
of their products, while competition
drives them to. The resultant lower
cost of living – coupled with higher
wages and the social salary – lets
those with enough stuff work less,
so those without enough stuff can
work more.
Given the collateral damage by
most taxes, the Left must make
clear that the extra income is to
come not from taxes upon people’s
legitimate earnings but from rent,
making it a social salary from
society’s surplus. While opponents
will cry “redistribution”, the Left
can point out that sharing the
commonwealth
is
actually
“predistribution”. Acting like a
REIT (Real Estate Investment
Trust) for the public, government
would merely recover and disburse
rents before the elite or their
friendly politicians have a chance to
misspend society’s surplus.

won the once strong union town the
title of “America’s Most Liveable
City” twice in the mid 1980s.
Succumbing to pressure applied by
speculators, in 2000 the Steel City
returned to the conventional
property tax. Construction starts in
2001 in the rest of Pennsylvania fell
1.5%; in Pittsburgh, 38.1%. For
2001 and 2002, compared to 1999
and 2000, building permits declined
21.3% while nationwide they rose
6.7% (Incentive Taxation, 2003
June, Henry George Fdn).
Eventho’ its advocates must
overcome the visceral dislike of the
more familiar tax on both land and
buildings, the proposal to collect
ground rents has enjoyed popular
support. In the mid 1990s, the
people of Allentown Pennsylvania
(whose sorry state inspired pop
singer Billy Joel) voted twice to
shift their property tax off buildings,
onto locations. They had to vote
twice because after expressing their
preference the first time, the real
estate lobby put the question on the
ballot again, where it passed by an
even larger margin. Since shifting
its tax base, the town revitalized its
center and neighborhoods, drawing
praise from Richard Florida in his
Rise of the Creative Class (2002).
Allentown is one of 20 jurisdictions
in Pennsylvania that levy land more
highly than improvements.

DEMOCRACY BENEFITS
WORKERS BENEFIT
As Goldschmidt showed in his
A surfeit of jobs, the consequence
classic 1940s study of two towns in
of recovering rents, goes nicely with
California’s Central Valley – Arven
the flagship goal of a life of leisure,
and Dinuba (one town of owner
the consequence of sharing rents.
occupants, the other a one-company
Further, when jobs seek people
town) – where people have a stake,
instead of vice versa, not only can
they vote, attend hearings, and use
workers hold out for higher wages –
parks and libraries. Government
responds, filling potholes,
one day, we are going to ask
funding schools, etc.
Improving people’s lot in
ourselves, did anyone make the
life
increases
their
oil and minerals and then put
participation in civic
them in the ground?
affairs.
The reform of collecting ground
rent in lieu of taxing buildings
lowers the cost of housing, which
raises the rate of owner occupancy.
When Pittsburgh PA taxed land six
times their rate on buildings, their
affordable
housing,
stable
neighbourhoods, and low crime rate

as in the tech industries in the 1990s
– but they also gain the leverage to
metamorphose corporations into coops, long an ideal of the Left.
Having to pay government for
limiting its liability or to operate
under full liability, corporations
would want to share risk, giving
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labor leverage to negotiate not just
higher wages, but also co-manage,
and eventually erase the distinction
between management and worker,
which is a co-op.
An entry point for proposing an
extra income for everyone is the
income gap, highlighted by
outrageous CEO pay. With society
soaking up rents, leaving little
excess in corporate coffers, and
with
a
more
participatory
management and directorship – one
including
employees
and
stockholders – directors would no
longer have either the means or the
motive to lavish pay and benefits on
CEOs, that breed of salesman with
excellent old-boy connections and
superbly apt at schmoozing. The
new managers and directors, acting
on behalf of the greater good, would
redirect
profit
from
CEO
aggrandizement to dividends paid to
the growing class of shareholders,
which would include workers,
moving society closer to Louis
Kelso’s ideal of universal stock
ownership.
Campaigning for a Citizens
Dividend dislodges the Left from
the issues of the bygone Industrial

meaning
“for”),
should
be.
Demanding the fundamental reform
of a dividend sets the agenda,
drawing down the strength of the
Right, while winning the spotlight,
new adherents, and building up the
Left.
RISING POPULARITY
In An Intelligent Woman’s Guide to
Socialism and Capitalism (1928),
George Bernard Shaw told how he
began his political career as a
Georgist but left to found the
Fabians in order to promote a social
salary. HG Wells likewise faulted
George for not faulting the state’s
misspending and focusing squarely
on taxation. While more famous for
his tax shift, Henry George did
endorse the idea of a dividend.
Martin Luther King in his own
"Where Do We Go From Here?"
cited George then proposed an extra
income that would be dynamic, that
would “automatically increase as
the total social income grows.”
This is precisely what a Citizens
Dividend does; as progress pushes
up site values, one’s share of the
resultant Rent rises, too. The
stratospheric land costs in Silicon
Valley, Silicon Forest, and silicon
anywhere exemplify how the
advances in machines show up
in the costs of locations.
Former United Auto Workers
President Douglas Frazier said,
“one day, we are going to ask
ourselves, did anyone make the
oil and minerals and then put
them in the ground? We will
then realize that they belong to
all of us." (before the National
Conference on Alternate State
and Local Policies in 1979, July
3-5) That day is dawning.

Era and orients the Left toward the
solutions of the future. Getting
back onto the cutting edge positions
the Left for a solution instead of
against
a
problem,
which
progressives, by definition (“pro”

Already, Alaskans own oil
and share royalties. Among
environmentalists,
top
economists Herman Daly and
James
Robertson
both
endorse sharing rents in lieu
of taxing earned income.
Daly, ex of the World Bank and
grandfather
of
ecological
economics, back in the 1970s noted
the savings from folding many
social programs into a social salary.
Robertson, ex-advisor to the British
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It reaffirms the very existence
of our commonwealth and
challenges the narrow view of
property as exclusively private

Cabinet and Bank of England and
co-founder of The Other Economic
Summit and Schumacher College,
in many of his writings urges the
tax shift and a Citizens Dividend.
The Corporation for Economic
Development and Americans for
Equitable Climate Solutions also
promote a rent dividend.
Groups with like goals might help
win a social dividend. Altho’ they

Their wealth is …. rent
from present lobbying of
legislatures or past
conquest of others’ lands
don’t yet care where the money
comes
from,
the
venerable
Technocracy and the upstart Basic
Income Network promote an
income supplement; some minority
groups demand reparations. Others
advocate a shorter workweek: the
woman’s group, 9 to 5, and an
academic group, Society to Reduce
Human Labor. In Europe, scholars
debate an extra income apart from
one’s labor or capital. All these
movements beyond the mainstream
might be ready to rally around
sharing society’s commonwealth.
The time famine, made a more
bitter pill to swallow by the
yawning income gulf, could slide
the rest of society toward a social
salary, too. Across the aisle, many
Rightists argue for replacing
subsidies with vouchers, as for
education, a cousin of an extra
income. A rational Rightist (if that’s
not an oxymoron) might just go
along with this more fundamental
reform, the Citizens Dividend.
WIDE-OPEN FIELD OF PLAY
Petitioning for jobs – crumbs for
being good peons – is only settling.
Legislating an income outright will
exert every sinew of the Left. To
win distributive justice, activists
could lobby each breadth of
government, including the global.
Since recovering rent spurs
development (see our prize-winning
“Bootstrap Development”), the Left
could raise this banner besides
merely opposing globalisation. At
the other end of the political arena,

the ones to disburse the revenue
need not be federal authorities; local
ones could do the job. They could
pay residents a Housing Voucher
from collected site rent, which is
way highest in commercial areas,
often owned by outsiders. In the
state arena, activists can advance
the Alaska model, as international
activists do for sharing the oil
wealth among the peoples of Iraq
and Nigeria.
Meanwhile, ignoring our common
assets guarantees that we continue
to pay rent rather than begin to
receive rent. Conversely, insisting
upon a fair share could win us the
world we want. While it breaks an
old habit to leave jobs behind in
favour of fair distribution, just
recognizing surplus empowers
people. It reaffirms the very
existence of our commonwealth and
challenges the narrow view of
property as exclusively private.
While the Left gets excoriated for
wanting to be big spenders,
demanding a dividend in lieu of
waste and a shift of taxes from
individual effort to social surplus
helps refurbish the Left’s image.
The call to share the commonwealth
enjoys an unshakable moral base
and gets high marks for real world
success, unlike taxes upon true
earnings.
Once
implemented,
sharing rent will grant us leisure –
time enough to evolve and
reconnect with friends, family, and
neighbours – and drain away
fortunes rather than let the fortunate
continue to soak society. Hence
support for shifting taxes and
paying dividends to the citizenry
grows already, without the Left’s
leadership. It’s time to run with the
banner of an extra income for
everyone, in the halls and capitols
of governments everywhere. To
liberate humans from exploitive
labor, let us advance the sharing of
society’s surplus.
To prove I'm not tilting marx-ward,
I fear I may one day soon have to
right "What the Right must do (or
quit doing)", too.

**ooOOoo**

THE HIGH
COUNTRY:
NOT THE
PRESERVE
OF A FEW
Ed: Here’s an excellent editorial from
The Age (5/2/04) on the high country
and its ongoing use and damage by
cattle. This piece is especially welcome
when local media see it as a romantic
theme and side with these whingers
who want to continue to have free and
destructive access to the Common
Wealth. The cattlemen’s case is an old
one: when a privilege has been existing
for long enough, it will be claimed as a
right.
Mountain cattlemen and bush riders
need to appreciate theirs are not the
only interests. Gather a bunch of
stockmen to the fray. Mount them on
horses and parade them defiantly,
Australian flags flying, to the steps of
parliament or outside the office of the
national parks authority. Alert the
media. Encourage an old digger,
preferably in lighthorse uniform, to talk
about city "bastards" taking rights from
the true inheritors of the bush.
It is a tried and tested stunt, a little tired
perhaps, but almost guaranteed to get
coverage on the evening news and the
next day's newspapers.
It is one thing to be proud of Australia's
bush heritage - remote as it has always
been from the daily lives of most in citydwelling Australia, one of the most
urbanised nations on earth. But there is
something almost shameless about
misusing the romance and imagery of
the past to prop up the claims of a
handful of graziers to a lucrative
hangover from the century before last or
a right of access for recreational trail
riders to alpine national parks.
That is not how the small number of
graziers currently being denied access
to Victoria's alpine areas see it, of
course. Arguments about "heritage
rights" and "caring for the high country"
are raised, but increasingly these are
being exposed for the rhetoric that, for
the most part, they are. The National
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Trust put it rather bluntly last year: the
mountain cattlemen are not as culturally
important as the environment their
activities damage.
Similarly, the recent inquiry into the
2003 bushfires in Victoria found claims
that grazing in the high country helped
reduce the risk of bushfires to be largely
illusory. "We conclude that there is
currently no scientific support for the
view that grazing prevents blazing in the
High Country," the report found,
recommending that any decision about
the future of grazing in the high country
should not be based on the argument
that grazing helps fire management.

It is a tried and tested stunt, a
little tired perhaps, but almost
guaranteed to get coverage on
the evening news and the next
day's newspapers

Not unreasonably, a scientific panel late
last year advised the Government to
extend a ban on cattle grazing in
bushfire-affected areas for at least
another two summers to allow the bush
time to recover.
The Government has said it will
examine the longer-term future of highplains cattle grazing in the next few
years. Up to 8000 cattle graze in the
mountains each summer - a lucky few
of the 4 million head across the state.
As an economic issue, it scarcely rates,
except to those few fortunate graziers
for whom the high country access is a
handy source of cheap feed. The good
old days when the bush was simply
there for all comers to be exploited for
timber, for grazing, even for recreational
pursuits such as shooting and fishing
are long gone. Exploitation of such
areas must now meet criteria that are
sustainable, especially in complex and
fragile environments such as the high
country.
Bush lore and romantic tales about
what went on in the past must give way
to more rational, scientific assessments
if there is to be a future in such areas
for anyone. █
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SHORT SHOTS
FURTHER ENCLOSURE
OF THE GLOBAL
COMMONS
Zianddin
Sardar
and
Merryl Wyn Davies have
written a revealing book
“Why Do People Hate
America” where they
remark how plants which
have been historically
used by native peoples are
now subject to intellectual
property claims.
In India the neem plant
has been used for making
a wide range of medicines
for treating illnesses such
as diabetes, ulcers and
skin disorders, as well as an
effective
insecticide
against
locusts, beetles and nematodes. In
1985, a pesticidal neem extract was
patented by a US timber firm and
then sold to a multinational
chemical corporation. Then between
1985 and 1995 more than 37 patents
were granted in USA and Europe to
develop and utilise neem products.
Thus something freely and widely
available, that had been developed
and used for many years by people
in South Asia, became the property
of a US multinational corporation.
Similar developments occurred
with ayahuasca and quinoa from
Latin America, kava from the
Pacific, and the bitter gourd from
Thailand – all widely used by
native peoples, but now American
business entities claim their
ownership.
Consider quinoa, a high protein
cereal that has been an important
component of the diet of millions of
people in areas of Latin America.
Staff from the University of
Colorado obtained a patent in 1994
which gave them exclusive
monopoly control over the male
sterile plant of a particular quinoa
variety. Suddenly a large group of
people cannot use a plant that is part
of their natural ecosystem. Further,
if this hybrid variety is used for
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large-scale commercial production
in the USA, the Latin American
exports will be prevented from
entering
the
American
and
European markets. This will result
in the displacement of thousands of
small farmers, many of whom are
indigenous Indians.
This bio-piracy even extends to the
DNA of indigenous people.
Widespread outcries have blocked
some attempts – but not entirely.

NO NEED TO PRODUCE
Honda (London) has lost £390m on
its car factory since 1989. but the
site on which it operates has
increased in value from £6m to
£2000m. The company is hoping
that it will continue to offset
production losses with production
gains!

SLICES OF THE PIE
The income of the top Australian
5% is now equivalent to 45% of the
total; the bottom 20% lifted salaries
by $3 a week over the past decade,
while the top 20% got an extra $109
a week; 2.4 million Australians live
under the official poverty line.
- Opposition spokesman for
Family Services Wayne
Swan, quoted in “The
Australian”, 13/11/03

FREEDOM OF
CONCEALMENT
The then acting shadow treasurer
Bob McMullan accused the federal
Treasurer
Peter
Costello
of
suppressing statistics on the
increasing tax take on working
Australians (Canberra Times, early
December). News Limited chief
executive
John
Hartigan
commented that the FOI arguments
used were an insult to all
Australians.
The Treasurer’s refusals are based
on Section 36 of the Freedom of
Information Act which provides that
a document is exempt from release
if it “would disclose matter in the
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nature of, or relation to, opinion,
advice or recommendation obtained,
prepared
or
recorded,
or
consultation or deliberation that has
taken place, in the course of, or for
the purposes of, the deliberative
processes involved in the function
of an agency or Minister or of the
Government of the Commonwealth
and would be contrary to the public
interest.”
In plain language, what this
gobbledygook means is that it
would be contrary to the
government’s official spin.

THE FADING DREAM
There has been considerable
coverage recently of the increasing
unaffordability of housing (it’s
really the land underneath the
houses, as the figures indicate).
A Housing Industry Association
comparison for the share of land in
overall property prices from 197677 to 2002 gave the following:
• Sydney: up from 32% to
60%
• Brisbane: from 21% to
49%
• Perth: from 22% to 42%
According to Time Colebatch (The
Age, 11/12/03), mortgage rates have
jumped from 6.55% to 7.07% and
median first home price has jumped
63% in two years, driving housing
affordability to the lowest on
record. For the first time the
average loan to buy an existing
home topped $200,000, rising 15%
in the year to $201,500. It’s worth
quoting from this article:
“It is more difficult than ever for
first home buyers to get a property
because real estate prices have been
rising at a rate far outstripping
earnings (The Age, 28/11/03)
“A report from the Commonwealth
Bank and the Housing Industry
Association found that housing
affordability in the September

quarter was even worse than in
1990, when interest rates hit 17 per
cent.
“The figures, which do not factor in
the added pain caused by this
month’s quarter of a percentage
point interest rate rise, showed the
median house price for first home
buyers leapt by 10% to $320,700,
while the average annual income
actually fell slightly to $73,400.
“That
meant
home
buyers
were
spending a
record
28.4% of
their
monthly
earnings
servicing
their loans, up from 25.7% the
previous quarter and 22% a year
earlier.
“In Melbourne, the average house
price for first home buyers rose to
$372,500 in the September quarter –
16.5% more than year earlier. The
figures follow a warning from the
OECD this week, which said
interest rates should be lifted by a
whole percentage point by 2005,
which could cause pain for debtladen households.
“Treasurer Peter Costello played
down the claims, saying the federal
budget was in far better shape than
in other countries, making the
economy less vulnerable.”
And in a feature article that same
day, it was stated that “chance of
achieving the great Australian
dream
are
fading”.
Much
informative data and various sad
stories, but no real remedy. As one
hapless homeseeker put it “even if
it’s only 20 square metres, I want to
own some land.”
Among the remedies put forward
are: elimination of negative gearing,
and full application of capital gains
tax. But whether from fear or
ignorance or both, the pundits avoid
the only genuine remedy: collecting
site rents for revenue. █

A Slice of History

Sir Thomas More (1478 – 1535), in his
landmark Utopia
Ed: The confiscation of the Common Wealth wasn’t always so clandestine as the
means employed by today’s rent-seekers. In fact, the notorious enclosures of the
commons were pretty in-your-face. Involuntary unemployment (and the loss of
bargaining power of those “lucky” enough to have a job) simply didn’t exist
while all had access to land, their birthright.

"'The increase of pasture,' said I, 'by which your sheep, which are
naturally mild, and easily kept in order, may be said now to devour
men, and unpeople, not only villages, but towns; for wherever it is
found that the sheep of any soil yield a softer and richer wool than
ordinary, there the nobility and gentry, and even those holy men the
abbots, not contented with the old rents which their farms yielded,
nor thinking it enough that they, living at their ease, do no good to
the public, resolve to do it hurt instead of good.
They stop the course of agriculture, destroying houses and towns,
reserving only the churches, and enclose grounds that they may
lodge their sheep in them. As if forests and parks had swallowed up
too little of the land, those worthy countrymen turn the best
inhabited places in solitudes, for when an insatiable wretch, who is
a plague to his country, resolves to enclose many thousand acres of
ground, the owners as well as tenants are turned out of their
possessions, by tricks, or by main force, or being wearied out with
ill-usage, they are forced to sell them. By which means those
miserable people, both men and women, married and unmarried,
old and young, with their poor but numerous families (since country
business requires many hands), are all forced to change their seats,
not knowing whither to go; and they must sell almost for nothing
their household stuff, which could not bring them much money,
even though they might stay for a buyer.
When that little money is at an end, for it will be soon spent, what is
left for them to do, but either to steal and so to be hanged (God
knows how justly), or to go about and beg? And if they do this, they
are put in prison as idle vagabonds; while they would willingly
work, but can find none that will hire them; for there is no more
occasion for country labor, to which they have been bred, when
there is no arable ground left. One shepherd can look after a flock
which will stock an extent of ground that would require many hands
if it were to be ploughed and reaped. This likewise in many places
raises the price of corn”
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GMO -- Is This Treason?

Here’s an excerpt
from a website worth
checking out www.snakeshow.net

Questions are put to Federico Rossignoli (alias Fred the
Snakeman) on this top website:
Should Mr. Howard and Mr. Mark Vaile the Minister for
Trade be charged with treason? Outrageous? What do you
think?
The Free Trade Agreement with the US will mean something
very evil and hideous for our children and our farmers forever
more. And, when this happens, should Mr. Howard and Mr.
Mark Vaile, the Minister for Trade, be charged with treason?
What do you think?

The so-called Free Trade Agreement with the US will mean
that giant drug companies like Monsanto/Farmacia, Aventis
and Bayer will come into Australia and plant their crops in
our country and by law we can do nothing about it. This
means that they can plant seeds that carry the Terminator and the Traitor Genes. That is part and parcel of the so-called Free
Trade Agreement that our Prime Minister has sent Mr. Mark Vaile the Minister for Trade to sign us up to in the US.
It will mean that all organic food will eventually be wiped out in Australia and we can do nothing about it by law. So what
about people who suffer from allergies? The Terminator Gene means that when the seeds are ripe they die and you must buy
new seeds for your next crop; those seeds will be drug dependent. These drug
companies must push their drugs and make all plants drug dependent. The
As each
Traitor gene means that when the seeds have matured they will commit suicide.
genie is
You then collect your seeds for next year and with a chemical, from the Drug
Company that owns the patent on them, you can then bring the seeds back to
released
life.
it can

never be
These companies have many patented genes equally as hideous as that. And
they intend to use them in Australia, and with the Free Trade Agreement with
returned
the US we can do nothing about it. These drug companies will plant their crops
to the
across Australia. They own many patented genes that are carried in their
bottle
pollen. Once this pollen gets into our clean crops, the seeds from those crops
are lost. Eventually we will be paying a royalty to some foreign drug company
for every mouthful of food that we eat. This is all legal and biological fact. Any
honest legal person or biologist can verify this story. Any ethical person would see this as a crime against the sovereignty of
Australia, in plain language, tantamount to treason.
These foreign drug companies are responsible for a type of environmental vandalism never before seen in the history of the
world. They own bottles with many genies inside and these genies carry devastating messages to destroy the genetic heritage
of our food supply. As each genie is released it can never be returned to the bottle. They then slowly control our plants with
their patented pollen, their drugs and the law, with their mercenary lawyers to defend them. Should the directors of these giant
drug companies not be taken to the International Court and charged with crimes against humanity; which they are committing
as you read this?
If anybody can prove my concerns wrong then please do so. Logic tells me that this story is not wrong. Politicians cannot
say. “Oh I rely on the experts, because I’m not a biologist”, that is a nonsense because any idiot can understand this. If you
would like a story on basic biology read the story called: GMOs in a Nutshell at www.snakeshow.net.
Australia could remain a clean continent where at least here, we have clean drug-free food,
plants and seeds available for the world. Because of the disaster that will happen in the US and
because of this madness, they will eventually be looking for clean seeds. Did you know that in
the US, farmers are being taken to court because Monsanto owns patented genes? The pollen
carrying these genes blow or get carried by insects into a farmer’s crop then by law Monsanto
owns that crop, or at least is entitled to royalties from that farmer. For a US farmer’s story go
to www.nelsonfarm.net. So why would our Prime Minister and our Minister for trade Mark
Vaile, be selling out our children and our farmers to giant drug dealers? Why is Mr. Crean
remaining silent on this issue? Why are our Premiers, especially Mr. Bracks of Victoria and
Mr. Beattie of Queensland so keen to take us down this drug dependent road? Why are the
National Farmers Federation (NFF) and the Victorian Farmers Federation (VFF) in on this as
well? Are they not meant to represent our farmers? Where are our Judges, our lawyers, our police, and our citizens on this
issue? Don’t any of you care, or is it just all too complicated? Or, are you just too busy to give a damn?

Eventually we will
be paying a
royalty to some
foreign drug
company for
every mouthful of
food that we eat

Some people do care. So, if you do give a damn, you better hurry and do something because this is being rushed through while
everyone is focused on the war in Iraq. It may interest you to have a look at other issues that are also rushed though whilst
people are distracted by the current world events. █

A. B. ‘Banjo’ Paterson (1864 – 1941)
Even though he claimed he wasn’t in complete agreement
with Henry George, Banjo Paterson must rank as one of
the most articulate and influential Georgists in Aussie
history. Living a life rich in powerful experiences,
Paterson saw too much and knew too much to be
otherwise.
Andrew Barton Paterson was born at Narambla Station
near Orange, New South Wales, the eldest child of a
Scottish immigrant from Lanarkshire, who had arrived in
Australia in the early 1850s. During his childhood he was
in constant contact with drovers, bushrangers and
teamsters, becoming familiar with the bush recreations and
feuds which appear in his work and went on to be part of
the Australian Bush Myths.
After concluding his education Paterson gained a position
as a clerk in a solicitor's office where he served the
customary articles, and at length was admitted as a
solicitor in 1886. In 1895 Paterson suddenly became a
literary luminary when his first work, The Man From
Snowy River and Other Verses, was greeted with adulation
and within a week had sold out. In England his work was
compared to that of Rudyard Kipling, who was later to
become Paterson's firm friend. It ran through four editions
in the following six months and today still outsells any
other Australian collection of poetry.
Paterson was a keen amateur sportsman, crocodile hunter
in the Northern Territory, and a pearl-diver in Broome. He
went to the Boer War (1899 – 1902) and the Chinese
Boxer Rebellion as a war correspondent before returning
to Australia to become first a roving lecturer on the Boer
War, on which he was now considered an expert. His life
as a world traveller enabled him to see at first hand the
politics and economics of the world from which Australia
was totally isolated.

“All value created by
the State (should) go to
the State.”
“To whom does the finest house I Sydney belong?
It belongs to a man who inherited a huge fortune
made solely out of the rise and rents of real estate
near Sydney: a man who counts his fortune by
hundreds and thousands, and spends most of his
time in England. He never did a day’s work in his
life, and yet can have every luxury while hundreds
of his fellow countrymen have to toil and pinch
and contrive to get a living.”

In 1902 he deserted the law completely to become a
professional journalist and was appointed editor of the
Sydney Evening News. He drove ambulances in France
early in World War I and then was commissioned as a
lieutenant in the A.I.F. and spent the remainder of the war
in the Middle East, subsequently gaining the rank of
major.
But actually it was early in his life that Paterson began to
develop his Geoist insight. As managing clerk for a firm
which handled the business of several banks, Paterson here
started to see and understand the plight of the smaller
property-holders and then thought it was time he should
put the world right. Accordingly he began to seriously read
history and economics and, according to his biographer
Clement Semmler, was “undoubtedly influenced by the
theories of Henry George because he produced a pamphlet
Australia for the Australians – a Political Pamphlet
Showing the Necessity for Land Reform Combined with
Protection. Nor did he make any bones about his views,
and since he was barely out of his teens when he wrote it,
one can only admire, in a political and social climate far
more conservative than now, the courage of his words.”
Paterson, during his time at the Bulletin, became attached
to the senior contributor John Farrell, who was an ardent
advocate of Georgist reforms and who formed the Single
Tax League of which Paterson was for a time a member.
Poet, journalist, lawyer, jockey, soldier, farmer - Banjo
Paterson became one of Australia’s dearly-loved literary
figures who, even if he had only written Waltzing Matilda,
would have left his mark upon our literary landscape. But
he left much more than that, including Clancy of the
Overflow (1889) to name but one more. May he now be
recognised for something that, in the final analysis, was
even more important – his outspoken attempt to expose
outrageous privilege.

“When the land was granted away in fee simple a cruel
mistake was made which has early shown its effects on us
and our prosperity. The present system is absurd and
unjust, in that it enables some people to get a lot of benefit
from the community to which they have no right, and it
discourages industry and prevents production.”

“The injustice, the stupidity of the
arrangement consists in the fact that our
immediate predecessors granted away for
ever and ever in fee simple, free of rent, the
best lands we had, and left the present
generation to wilderness.”

